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ABSTRACT
Presented is a series of 88 lessons designed by-

classroom teachers to help junior high schoolstudents reinforce
social Studies skills. Lessons.. are categbii.zed into fgur main skill
.areaS: (1) using reference-aids; (2), understanding tables, graphs,
and .cartoons ; --(3) developing.gtaphic skills; and(4) evaluating
information. For each skill area, inform4tion is pr,esented on genera,1
objectives, skill categories, vocabulary,' and materials. The lessons,
:presented in the form of worksheets which students are directed to
complete, can' be used inn any sequence, emphasize general Social
stu.dieS concepts; and can be used in a wide variety of courses and
grade level ssttings. Activities involve.students'in fillingoin the
blanks, analyzing readings, 'discussing issues in class, answering
.guestiong aboUt graphs, charts, and tablet, and interpreting tables
of contents. Ey participating in the-program, students will reinforce
skills\such as 'using library reference aids, usiTg books and
magazines, .cons-tructing andj.nterpreting tables, graphs, and
cartoon identifying continents and.oceans, reading map directions,
locating Places on maps and glObes, calculating mileage,, identifying
fact, opinion, and bias, identifying primary "and secondary sources,
and assessing source reliability. Th4 document:is\presented in loose
/eaf..format to facilitate removal and duplication -Hof material.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

These_skill-reinforcement lessons are primarily the work of five

juniorhigh-school social studies. Okacbers:. Vernon Ege, Loren Gelle,

7irginia Peterson, Zenith Santee, and-Jane Warren. During the time they

L.-2ssons were written, all five authors wire Teat g- in. Isdependent
-

chool District 281, Robbinsdale (Minnesota). Area Schools--Gelp and

eterson at Plymouth Junior High, Ege at nostermanJunior High, Santee

Robbinsdale Junior High, and Warren at Sandbtirg Junior High.

,
Originally developed as one component of a diagnostic. testing and

remediation model for junior7high-7schoollistudents in our district, these

lessons were deSigned to help students acquire and strengthen specific

skills and subskil-s in certain critical areas. ;Because they are neither

sequential nor. cor_ent-specific,:the-lesqons can y used in a wide

variety of course and grade7level settings, either with jndividuar

students or with an entire Clas. Two or more-lessons have been provided

for each subskill; some students may.need-to complete only one of the
doe %

exercises in order to attain the.desired learning.objective,.While others

may need further work.and reinforcement.
k

uring the five yeas that we nave used the.program in our district,

,tea hers have found it to be effective not only_with junior-high students.

but also for senior -high students who need remediation.' We have also

used the lessons with 'students who are being mainstreamed a't both junior-

high and Senior-higli.levels. We,hopethat other, districts tfiatusethese

materials will find them as -6a*ful as we have:
.ot*

Now Hope, Minnesota
JUne ,1978

. Stuart Stockhauy-
District Social-Studies COordinator 4
Independent School District 281

\\J

RobbiOdal (Minnesota) Area Schools
's
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1. USING REFERENCE AIDS (LESSOA.1-17)

eachers eipect secondary students to.be able to locate

'Ise reference mater4is. The lessons in this section
,

help studentr-use such reference aids in books ab well

as locate and ce library resource,.

Three subskill -,ave been treated in this section: (1) using aids in

books and,magazines, (2) using library reference-aids, and (3) using

generalste erencE- books, . Two or three lessons have been provided for
.each subski I" These lessons are nit sequentl:,1: eat' `s complete in

independatly. A teacllPgr may choose to have
e .

one or all ehetlessons Apr reinforcement of each

its anc

,Ns1; stt,:lents

subskill.

Genergll, s*cial materials arm required T)Ir this section except'

for the lessons on using generaL,reference books. For-these'lessons,,

encylolowdias,'dictionaries, ,atlases, and,Oecent almanacs will be needed.

:For the lessons cn,using libKary reference aids, it would,4kusefuli to

r-

take the students to the school or.Aal library and let them lobk.st
.

and work with-:an actual card catalog d issues of, the Readers'IGuide.

9

'7

4

it

-I,

1

Yu.
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USING,REFgRENCE -AIDS/Aids in BoOrks and Maga f'

s

A

4.
e

1Q7reki-

Class.

19,

TABLE OF CONTENTS: LESSON 1, BOOKS

The table of -contorts in a book is always tloiaJec near: the beginning of

the if;ook. It is a list of tl-e dtitles and-page numbers of the 4i.hapters

in the book.

'WI-1g the info tion in the statements above,-.choose the best answer:

to each orthe quespions that follow.

1. The table of content is -found in,what part 'of ,a book?
a -,

A. Beginning

B. Middle

C. End

Are

. 2. The table of contents is a list

'

A. 4brds

B: I

what kipds of things in a book?

C. _,Chapter titles

4

1

vat

A4 i ,
"-.-..---, ,

/ S '
.

3. Besides the title, what other inarmtion does thp table of conte
.

..
. -

.... iizn.
,give about each'chapter? .- ,-1"

, , .,

.,'

.

,/V t '*, 4
ii-

A. Page, number .-

... 4 c.

i ii-k
C. Degree of importance

:s. 4.7.

B. DiffiNilty 1

? \
.

/

,e

'
0 .1 , 's ,

- , - -

-, N ?
_.4.

Go 7. to the next page of this leison..- ( t

.c.

I 4_

. 3
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USING. REFtRNcE AIDS/Aids. in Bo9ks and- Magazines \

. .

Name,

sr7

Class
. A /

Pdge' 2 /
r

.-

- .
. A

cx .

./. , r

Here i's t able of cpntentsvffom the hook: Petticoat Pakitics by Doris
t. .d

i Faber (14 st Caldwell, N.J:: LoOrrop, 1967).i Read it 'carefuily and then
,

-TA131A-1Th--CONTENTS: LESSON 1., BOOK'S

4hoose ti best answers to the questions that follow.

Chapter No..

"",

8,

91

4

.

5

6.

7

2

3

-

Table of Contents A ,

hapl'er Title
,r

alf a Pair of /Scissors!)

Behind the Bar
4, c.

Why,. Lizzie, Thee Will, Make Us

Ridiculous!

.

'Enter Susan

t

. ,

'Of BloVmers ars Biallots
ttQ -

"It's le Negro Hour!".'

Comes the RevoIutiorr

y ' The TAPii'd Worken of °England

4. The country mentioned in Chapter 9

\A. United ,States

B. ITetro

. Englald.2.

Go on to the next page of this

4

a.

lesson.

-.4

".*

Page No.

2,24

.

`32 'a

\s, 53

(: 63

74

86,

102

ti

U

1.

41.

.

r

J

1.



i
.USTNG.REFERENCE*D8/Aids in 'BookNr0 7Pagazinas ,

"1.
,

. I
s

,

.,

Nape

Class

a

TAla Or CONITNTS: ISSSOlicl i BOOKS ..

.

.. 4fi, - '''',

. ,,,

,, :,...t .. i ..--.

. ,, -12. '4-
$ 1 /

.... . I So e
.

, r

5. Gir/S,narii-es are.' used in,Wo.ofDthe chapter titles.
. .

.
--;,

.
' .I it

.
I . . -.> ,O °

. . 0 i.

., titles of .wkich Twoi, chapters.? --'

f ' (....5.__ % '-
M.

A.. 4 and,.9

B. _i and 4' , :-

C. 5-and:8

.".
.

If you do lox know what bloomers or` ballots Ae, you might find out
y

The arg-the

by starting to read 'on what page?

A. 1

B. 9

C. 53

7, As.far as you can tell fiom looking at
1 the page numbers on which the

chapters start,'about how many pages long is each chapter?

A. 6 to 8

&. 10. to 12 .

C. 16 to 18

8. According to the table of contents, does this book have an index?

Yep

B.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.

-5



USING REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and Magazines

Name

Class

TABLE ,OF CONTENT'S: LESSON.-I, BOOKS

..Plge 4

11.

The followinksampl table of

Koller and H.C.11Couat (New

Read-it-abd then choose

C4pter No.

1

ft

contents is from Modern Sociology by M.R.

York:

the best

Holt,, Rinehart and Winston, 1969).

answers to the questions that follow.'

Table of Contents B

Ch4tei Title

The,9cience of
41

2- Studying Human

3 The Meaning of

4 Cultural Variations.
4

. 5

Sociology

Group,,s

Culture

6

7

8

Cultural Values and Bocial Control

The Individual and His Personality

Social Class Systems

Social Institutions

9 The Family

Page No.

2,

16

t. 30

43

63

76

90

113

116

9. In which chapter would you find information about the meaning of

c4Olture?

A. 3

B. 5

C. 7

Go on to the next page of this lesson.



USING REF RENCE'AIDS/Aids in Books'and Magazines

Name

Class

TABLE OF CONTENTS: LESSON'1, BOOKS

Page 5

L10. On Which page does the chapter on social class systems begin?

A

4.;

20

B. 90

C. 75

ZI

11. If you were interested in knOwing how cultures vary, to which chapter

would you turn?

A. 4

B. 8

C. 6

12. On what page does the chapter called "Minority Groups" begin?

A. '30

B. 113

C. Answer not given

13. Which one of the following three chapters appears to be the longest?

A. 3

B. 7

C. 8

Go on to the next page of this lesson.

7



USING REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and MIgaz_-les
do

Name.

Class

.N\ TABLE OF CONTENTS: LESSON 1, BOOKS -

Npage 6'

,

14. Does Table of Contents B list either an index or a glossary?

C

A. Yes

B. No

15. In what order are the titles of the chapters ink the table of contents

,s 7

listed?

A. A. In alphabetical order

B. In the order in which they appear in the book

C. In order of their importance

This is the end of lesson



UE:NG REFERENCE AIDS /Aic 4.7-1 Books and Magaines

.

Name.

Class

TABLE CONTE-7S: LESSON 2, BOOKS

The table of contents in a book is always located` near the beginning

of tilabook. It is a list of the titles and page numbers of the chapters

in the book.

Here is the table of contents from the book Kon-Tiki by Thor Heyerdahl,

(New York: Podket Books, 1951).. Read it. carefpllyand thenchoose'the

best answers to the questions that,follow..

Table of Contents

Chapter No. Chanter Title ,

-4,

4

Page No.

1 A Theory

An. Expedition Is Born
_

20

To South America. 41

4 Across the.PacifiC 71'

Halfway 96:
/

Across the Pacific 128

7 To the South Sea Islands 168

8 Publisher's Note 231

Index 232

1. Which one of the following pieces- ' inforization is found i: this

table of contents?

A. The book is more than 200 pages long

B. The book is about sailboats

C. The story begins on page 1

Go on to the next page of this lisson.
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USING REFERENCE,AIDS/Aids'in ooks magazines
`03

Nathe

Class A

TABLE OF CO NTS:..tESSON 2, B0

Page 2 '

...

.
1

.

l'iP

'2. According to this table of contents," the book Kon-Tikiltt about
. .

/i.

+
vd,

°

which body of water?

A. The Atlantic (Mean

B. The Gulf of Mexico

. C. The 'Pacific Ocean

. How wily chapters ire in the book -/Con7Tiki?

A. 1

B. -8 ,

.

10

0

Which one of the-following pieces of infoAmation is provided by the

table of contents ?'

4

'74

A. What page in the book tells something about-Thor Heyerdahl

B. yhich chapter in the-book gives background inforMation aboUt the

. .

expedition
-

,
. The name of the author of the

5. Which two chapters i7 the book pr=voabl- give the mist information.

about the Pacific Oc _n?

A. 7 and 8

B. 1 and' 4

C. 4 and '6

Go-on to the next page of this lesson.

10
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USING,LREFERENCE AIDS/Aiclq in Books and Magazines
.0 /

TABLE 01' ,CONTENIt': LESSON 2, BOOKS"

Page 3

e

Name

Class

On what page does the chapter.about the South Sea Islands begin?

(\.

C.

'168

199'

/i

er
, a

r>

i
7.- Whici/ of the-following three chapters is the longest?

,1-.

4-

A. :2

B.' 8

C. 6

Questions8-14 ask you to decide whether or not you couldfind,certain .

kitias of information. by looking in the 'table of contents of this book.

Write A" if the table of contents would, give. you that information;

write "B"-if-you could not, find that by looking in-the

table of Contepts.

. On what page you. would find a map

Yes

B. No

9. ,The page number on which the index begins

A. Yes

B. No

Co on to the_neXt.page o tkisJ lesson?
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USING REFEFINCE AI

4
, 4

'
/Aids in- Books and -

Name--

-7 TABLE1OF CONTENTS: LESSON 2, BOOKS

Page 4)

1Q. he'

A.

, B.

Ati

exact\Aumber ofpages

71"

Class

44e."

r:

in he book

11. The author's name

A. Yes' -

B. No, w.

4

'11

d
Ito

12. The page on which Chapter 5 begins

4;

o

13. Which part of the story takes place in Polynesia
. 4

A. Yes

B. No

14. The, fact that the story is about a- raft, trip

A. Yes

B. No

This Is Is the end orLesson 2.

12

J.
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UM= REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and Magazines
t.

Name

i ,,,< ,4"---.._

.Class

.
.

1 le
,

-, TABLE OF CONTENTS : t.,ESSOIi'3, MAGAZINES

---

. c . A 1 - r

The :-..:....e of ,contents in.a. magazine is always lbcated near t" -
..

Y ' 41'he magazine. It is a list otk-the tithes of the articles i aawa..t.
.

and the pat* onl which they begin, , ° ,
-

--; .1.,-..

o!

,
, -

----;.* ,-

Here is thel1)table of contents the. Jafluary 1177 IgNI-4, oh,' al
41'--, y AO

Ge$'raphic magazine. Read at'care.full and ussOt to answet the questions

that follow.
* ,' Idit

r; It
. P)C,,,,,,[ .. TableV ont n sl,k.

J
A %e-.

0 ,
4

'7,
Artidle Title

Mars,,ayikings See It

the'Search f r Life

today
40

Puge: Sound, Sea Gate of the Northwest

The Gec:le Yamis Orchid Island

.PakiRtan's Wild Frontier

Mystery of the Medicine Wheels

-1. How miry arti_es _re in this magazine?

A. 1

B.

-C. 7

Page No.

32

71

98

111

140

2. Which one of the fDllowing pieces of informatioiOs found in this

table of con:ents

on to the next page of this lesson.
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) 1 7*
...,

. 4.; Namd.:

6
it\ --4-

.

\ Class It i
) 'A

t4
)

to)

4

-;-.

T OFJNTENTS: LESSON 3, MAGAZINES\
-

,f,: .
,,

.1,4

)

.
.1i

A. Trio stori, are about thkplane4,,Mar

\ -t- "Li
,

he stories,are abut the same topic

C. The story about la starts on pan 71 '-

.. .. \

3. -Which one of the Iollowisgogeces of information

A.- .2
, e .e. _.

table of contents
2

-,-

/ The namesA.
)

f he people who ,wrote the articles.

Z. Al

448ip

e

is found in the)

ON,

By

A

The'page on which the story about medicine *heels starts

C. Which page in the magazine contains a of Orchid"Island

(..'x

Which story
J
miglit contain information -about Cuban Pretiert

A. Mars; as Vikings See It

B. Cuba Today

Pakistan's ',\Tild.Fi.ontier

r
5. Which story is `he shortest?

A: Mars, as Vikings See It

B. Mars, the Se rch for Lif

C. Mystery of t e Medicine -.eels,

Air
Here is the table 6E content§ of -Ale January 1978 issue of Natir,::al

Geographic. Read if carefully anC answer the questions that foLI:w.

Go on to the. next age of tbis lesson.-"\

(
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A

\

Name

*
TABLE OF CONTtI4S: LESSON 3, MA.1A7,41INES

64', Page
.

. .

i'§11t of Coritents

.. . 6. . -I
, , ,A

lArEldie TAlat';' i

Moscow; !eth Lity Around' Red Square'.
,

-c

Ae Trtasurea* of the Ts

..:-.% ..i

Zulu Kirg" Weds; a .Swal"" P ric.e Ss-z-c 7`.,

- , ,!_

The HudSon:."That Rivet 8 Alive"
e.

"--,;/-"" 5

A Bath Time to Be .a.Crocod, -=\__

P

7

1

"
New Zealand's Milfdred.Traov_

C

.

Man-PoweredFlight at.Las: 130

Page NciA

2 t

24
411.

47'

, 62

n-t...*

owtTny articIeS are in, this issoiHow e of the magazine?

X
A.

B. 4

C. 7

a

7. ..Which of the following pieces of in 7matiOn'is foun:_ i- the table

of contents?

. Every issue of National .Teographi,-7 zontains seve- articles

B. One article in this issue is abc,:t alligators
e

C. 'The article about the tsars starts on page 24

8. Which ar'ticle-might contai information about the -_-.istOry of flying?

Coo on to the next pagenthis lesson.
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Y

"di8

TABLE OF OONTENTS: 1,-ESSON 3, MAGAZIAS-J

Page 4 0- /,.

Name`
cv

z ine

I

40.1,

Fliht *at ?oast

IR The Hudson "That Rivers Aaiye" ;,

C.PiA, Bad. Time si4e a Cr000diletr

. .

9, Thelcovnry mentioned Initili/,table of contents is.
"I

v
r.

0

.

- A. United gtigte.§ )
cs , ( :

I. Africa A'
-4-

G. New Zealand -----

sr

yr

10. What is'this issue of the.National 'Geographic about?

A. Many places and things

B.' Russia

C. Animals around the-.World

This is the end of ,Lesson 3.

0
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USiNGIFEttENCE AIDS/Aids-in Books and. Magazines
r

V r

-:.'

Name

.Class
--?1

INDEX 'LESSON 4

.

I

Arrindex of a'bOok lists An4l_phagetical.order9 some(of the subjedts
144

ment ne&in a book,. It also lists tie rkuniles

each bject is discussed. The indeX.is 'usual
,..

1

book:

Using infsrmation in the
eachOf the Ouesflons.

statements

!"4

I
loftheAages on which 1.

ly,found',at *ecendil
4c ---2\

.
14 -

qbotp.-N.choose the best antwer to,

/ I.. 4 ,

) 4. tz,4

ft

-1. Wharkiftds ,:)E'th±lhgs in book Ale listed-in ttre,tridex?.

Subiects,...

. ;fior'4ds

pters

,e

ft,

s

v . .

. 'Besides a list of the,subjects discussed in a book, what other
Q.

inforiation does an index giv,e!

l .,,

A. The'number of pages_larthe book \./

- B. The page or pages.on Which each subject is discusse

C. .How such the book costs

a
3. In what kind of order are

A. In alphabetical order!

41,

the subjects in the index organized?

13.. In order of their importance

C. In the sppe order, that they appear in the book

6".
Go on-to the next page of this lesson.
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AThS /Aids in Broks and Magazines

Nme-,
F

ev

-t IpEX:'LESSON 4
. .)

Page 2 r ds, 4

Class

c

\
Here lypart of the index from the book Hqiidays Aro nd by.

A

Jb seph Gaer --(Waltham f- Magt".":"-_ Little Bfowti 1953), iTeembqr. or. n

WAsted

digLssed>3)

each subject in icate the pages

i
on'which that subject

f

I"

Note hat pi-6)ga t ubjects ( Christmas and Hol,iday7!i,are also iplokentt 47"h..49 ./1

4tik ,,e
doOm"t6to ore}sflecifia, stbjec .r.For=excaMple, the index tells yoUNthat'

ti
,--three\of the Ages dealing wit "Christmas include information .about a'.

41-I

Christmas 'tree.

You also need to-knowthat the letters in parentiges after some subjects
. ,

stand for particular religions.. For example, "(1-1)" afterv"Bali Worship

Day" stands for the Hindu religion, and "(Chr)" stands for the' hristian

J

religion% or Christianity.
4F

Read this sample index carefully and use

1

. -

choose,the best answers totthe questions

will give you more information about 'the

Index A

Adam's birthday. . 94, 179

Adoration of the Magi 164

the.' informatio it contains to

tbat'follow.

index.

0.

Some of-the questions

J

131, 134-135;.

Bali Worship Day (H) 72
,----

Birthday of theMoon (C) 10, 43-44

Ceres, Roman goddess 159-1E,0

Christmas (Chr).

. Eve .

ct,

10, 130-137; tree

132-133`; carols

he next page of this,lekson.

14-
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USING'REFEEENCE AIDS/Aids

' INDEX:LESSON 4

Page 3,

0

.

in Books and Magazines

Name

Class

.011'

-Yeast of Ramadan (M) 1757177.

Egg, as symbol 150

Hadassah, called Egther.

Halloween 155-157

High'.Holy Days

1114

(J) 94-100

mof

'Holiclay.of, the Alligator. (H)7 58; Incarnations (H)

.60-64; Tabernacles(J). . .100; Seven Weeks (J). .

127128; First Fruits (J), 128

. Which one of the following three .index entries is a holidayObs4rYLI.

'by people of the Hindu religion (H)?

A. High Holy Days'

B.. Birthday of the Moon

.. Bali-Worship Day.

VP

-5. Which one.of the following three index entries. is not a,religiou

holiday?

A. Holiday, of thg Alligator

B. Feast of Ramadan

Badassah

6. If you wanted to find out more about Adam's birthday, to whiOhtwo

pages mauld you turn?
o

Go on tothe)r Aneit, page, of, this lesson.
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NaMe

Class

INDEX: LESSON 4

Page 4

7. Only one Moslem (M) holiday is listed. What is it called?

5\

8. (C) stands for Confucianism. In the sample-index, only one holiday
4

is listed for this religion. What is it called?

9: If you look closely at the index entry for "Holiday of," you will see

that these two words are the first words in the full names of five

,different holidays. What are the full names of the'three Jewish (J)

celebrations?

The following sample index is from An American Revolutionary War Rheader,

edited by Donald J. Sobol (New York: Franklin Watts, 1964).

Read it carefully ancl use the information,it contains to answer the

questions thee follow.

Index B

-Adam, Samuel. . . . 13, 106

Ethan 67, 106- 107, 168, 170'

:Arnold; Benedict . 170, 208

as. brigadier general. . 207

Canadian cAMpaign 172

Go on to the next Age of this lesson.
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and Magazines

Name

Class

DIDEX: LESSON 4

Page 5

.Connecticut raid of. . .`217

escape of 205-206

treason of. . . . 120-124, 202

George Washington and 156

"Black Dick" (see Howe, Richard)

Crises, The (Paine) 72-73

Dawes, William 9, 13 -

Howe; Richard 58, 175, 185, 193

Paine, Thomas. . . . 34, 72-73, 111

Treason 120 (see also Benedict Arnold)

Vulture (warship) 124, 206

10. Lock 15 "The Crises." What name is given in parentheses after that

entry?
k

11.- Look for an entry that matches your answer to question 10. Two of

the pages listed for that entry are also listed'for "The Crises."
, I

What are they?

12. One of the subjeCts listed under the entry "Benedict Arnold" also

has its own entry in the sample index. Which subject this?

Go on-to the next page of

a

lesson. %
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Name

Class

INDEX: LESSON 4

Page 6
1

13:. To what_four pages could you turn to find out about "Black Dick"?

\.-

14. Which of the index entries has to do-with a warship?

This is the end of Lesson 4.
it
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Name

ClaSs

INDEX: LESSON 5

An index fora book lists,4in alphabetical order, some of the subjects

mentioned in a book. It also lists the numbers of the pages on which each

subject is discussed. The indeX is usually found at the end of a book.

Here is part of the index from The French and IndianNar, by Col. Red

Reeder (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1972). Read it and use the information

it. contains to answer the questions that follow.
4

Acadians 64, 82

Codfish industry

,Coureurs de Bois

Cumberland, Fort. .

Index A

,

127

-

28,

36

69,

29,

,

79

4

Detroit, For,t, 163 p.

Duquesne, Fort 51,"60, 64, 73,74, 132, 133

Forts: Albany 88

Cumberland. . 69, 79...

Xtontenac

Fur trade.

Huger, Isaac.,-.

Iroquois (see Six Nation4)4,...:

Jesuits 21

Six. Nations (Iroquois Confederacy) 34

Go on to the next page of this lesson.-
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and Magazines

Name

4 .

Class

INDEX: LESSON 5

Page 2

Washington, George 44,,71, 79, 130, 131.

and Forbes 129

.helps-Braddock 66

reluture of country 51

at startof wars 52, 53

.9

1. On what page would you expect to find'a description of the fur trade?

during the French and Indian War?

2. How many pages in this book talk about coureurs de bois?

3., In, checking the listing,on the Iroquois, you are directed to look

elsewhere. On what page would you find information about the Iroquois?,

,,,Some, of thekentries inthe sample index are listed more than once.

Name one of these entries.

5. In this'sample index, which subject (including its subtopics) lists

the largest number- of pages'?

,6. Where in a book would you usually find the index?

/6 on to the next page of this lesson.

o.
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INDEX: LESSON 5

Page 3

A. Beginning.

. Middle

C., End

Name.

Class

7. What kind'of information does an index in a book provide about the

sOjects of the entries? j.

hhe pages on whicti each subject is discussed

B. The number of words used in discussing each subject

C. Definitions of the subjects

The. following sample ind4 is from the book Prehistoric America, by Anne

Terry White.. (New York: Random liouse, 1951). Use the information it

contains to answer the questions that follow.

Indbx B

Agassiz, Lake 104

Atlatls. 142, 144

Bering Strait 129

Bonneville Lake, Utah . 100-101

"Cardiff Giant" 108

Chalk lands. . . . . 33,'35
-

Dragons 34, 35

Equus, the modern horse 93-96

Go on to the next. page of,this lesson.



USING REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and Magazines

Name

Class

INDEX: LESSON 5

Page 4 i

Flints 116-120, 161

Geological time 169;178

Grand Canyon 22-27,

Java man -107, 109

"Mintrsoia Man" 110-114

Mound builders 154-167

Obsidian 163-166

Petrified wood 29

Quicksand 47, 53-54

8:. On what page in the' book is "Minnesota Man" first mentioned?

9. If you knew nothing about "atlatls," on What pages would you -expect

to find'information aboUt that subject?

10. Wh A t two lakes are listed in the sample index?,

4

11. On how many pages is "quicksand" discussed?

12. How many pages discuss the Grand Canyon?

13. -How many subjects listed in this index are discussed on only one page?

Go on' o the next page of this lesson:
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iXI : LESSON 3,

Page 5

Name

Class

14. Which subject in the indaxis discussed on the most pages?
.vt

15. In (Rothe cases, the same page is listed for more than one subject.

This is true for one of the following pairs of subjects. Which one?

A.. Flints and Beriqg Strait

B. Grand Canyon and geological time

t. /Java man and obsidian

This is the end of Lesson

27
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11. .

-Name

0

Class

INDEX: LESSON 6

An index of a

)
b ok lists, in alphabetical o r, some of the subjects

' mentiOned in a- ook. It also lists the numbers if the pag on whic

each subject is discussed. . An index is usually found at the end of i(ook.

Here, is part of the index from Aborigines of Australia by Olga Hoyt (West

Caldwell, N.J.: .Lottrop;P1969). Read it and, use the, information it

contains to answer the questions that follow.

Index A

Aborigine, meaning of. . . . ..11 -12

Aborigines

arrival of In AustraTia. -

gdaily life of 24-30

description 'of 12

race of 14

social organization of 33-36

Animals
Da'
dipgo 14,-23-24, 38,.74 : 098

kangaroo 19, 25-27, 58, 63, 67, 70 -71, 79-80, 96

koala 71, 80, 98'.

rabbit 25

Billabong. . . 98

Boomerang see Weapons

Clans 34

Go onto the next page of th.s Lesson.
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INDEX: LESSON 6 .

Page 2

Name

Class

Digging stick 27, 39, 49, 55, 67

Education 414, 119-120

On what page of the book would you: look to find out what a billabOng s?

2. On what page would 'expect to find a description of an aborigine?

4

.,.--- ....

3. On h'
,-

my pages of this book is the kangaroo mentioned? (Be sure, .).

them 'all.)

4. Of the following thriee sub, ts, which one is talked about on the fewest

pages?

A. Aborigine, meaning of

Digging stick

C. Rhbbit

What page number is listed

N

- _

for both kangarqo and koala?

6. Iiyouvanted to find out about boomerangs, you would be directed to

t

another subject within the index. What is this subject?

Go on to the next page of this lesson.

1
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01

Name

Clais

INDEX: LESSON 6

A Page '3

1.

ti

41

4

Look at the sample index under the subject "Animals."

are the different animals 14.sted?

A. In alphabelical order

B. In,order Of decreasing size

n what order

C. In the order In which they appear in the book

(.
Here is a part of the index from a book on public opinion entitled What

Do You_ Think? by Ruth Short (Abilene, exas: Quality Pubiiiiitions, 1972K

Read it and usethe informationjt contains to answer the questions that

follow. .

Index B

facts. s. . . . 130-138
,

1.1

family, influence on opinions 37-42

. . 166-137

13, 15-16, 99; 100, 110-114, 148, 149, 150

is

'Gallup Poll

income of teeters

interviewing 173-174

Icey groups in political research 115-116.

Louis.Harris 110, 116

8.8

\-1.)/-

Negro families, consumer behavior 79-80

opinion 14 (see also pqlitical opinion forming

32-50)

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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Name

Class

* ,

INDEX: LESSON 6

Page 4

polls as expression of pUblicopinion 95=100

judging J14-115

private 115

public. . . . .110-114

8. If you wantedFtofind out ow to judge,polls, to what pages wouldlou
4e

.

turn?,

9. WhiCh subject is discussed on pages 173-174?

10. Which of,the following subjects is discussed on the most pages?

A. Gallup Poll

B. Pollskpriva.

C. Opinion "forming.

A

11. The subject, "opinion" has a "see alse-note. To what. subject does the-
,

"see also" note direct you to' turn?

In what part 'of a book is the index usually found?

A. Beginning'

B. Middle

C. End

Go onto the next page of this lessen.
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'INDEXi LESSON 6

Page 5

AP

Name..

Class. -

What kinds of things-in a book are listed in ,the.index?'

A. Chapter titles y

B. Subjects

C. Definitions of terms

In what kind order are the subjects in the index:listed?

A. In order of their importance

'B. In the o ?der in which they appear in the bOok

C. In alphabetical order

7

15. Besides a list ofsome.of the subjects,,mentioned in a bqOk;wha

other information does an index contain?

A. Definitions of terms used in the boOk

B.'Titles Oltthe chapters in the book

C. Numbers of the pages on which ehch subjvt is discussed

This lc the end of Lesson 6.
t-yx,
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and Magazines

4'

Name

Class

GLOSSARY: LESSON 7

The glossary of a book'provides def nitions of some of the words'uSed

the boOk. These words are listed i 1phabetical order. The gloSsary

usually found'at,.the end offs book.

Using the Information in the statements above,, choose the best, answer to

aoll of the following 4u4tionS.Y

1. What kinds Of- things in a book are listed in the glossary?

A. Subjects

B. Words

C. Chapter titles

2. What informatio

lists?

A. .Definition

does glossIty.provide about each of the words it

B. Page numbers on which it appears

C. Pronunciation
to

k .

3. In what kind of order are the wo7s in. the glossary orranized?
.. 4.

A. In alphabet,ica order

B. In order of their importance

C. In order of their difficulty

In what a book is a glossary Usually found?

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
-7*
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. USING REFERENCE AIDS/Aids in Books and Magazines

Name

Class

GLOSSARY: LESSON.7

Page .2

A. Beginning.

B. .Middle

C. End

Here is,part:of the glossary from the book Stone, Age Peoples Today, by

Gordon C. Baldwin (New York: William SCott, 1954). Read it and use the

iniormation it contains to choose the best answers to the questions that,

follow.
4

Glossary A

Amulee---A small object worn as a charm for protection. against

'supernatural or magical danger.

Archaeology--The study of the matlerial remains of prehistoric cultures.
A

Clan--A social unit based on kinship through one parent only.

Kayak--An Eskimo one-man, skin-covered boat.

,Potlatch-J-A Northwest Co4st -ceremony in which property is given away

or destroyed.

Shaman--Primitive priest or medicine man.

Tupera--The treeless Arctic plain with permanently frozen

5. According to the glossary, what isa*kayak?'

A. A social uni

B. A charm

C. A one-man boat

Co on to the next pIfe of this lesson.
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Name

Class

GLOSSARY: LESSON 7

Page 3

6. The study of the material remains of'prehistoric cultur6s is called

:what?

A. Amulet

B. Clan

c Archaeology

7. On what continent is the taro plant found?

A. Africa

B. Asia

C. The answer is not given irrthe glossary

8. Which word means a social unit based on kinship through one parent

only?

A. Amulet

B. Clan

C. Potlatch

9. If the word "taro" were included in this sample glossary, where would

you expect to find it?

A. R66.ieen "Archaeology" and "Clan"

B. Between "Shaman" and "Tundra"

C. After "Tundra"

Go on to the next page,-Of this. lesson.
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Name

Class

GLOSSARY LESSON 7

Page

Here is part of theglossary from the book Modern Sociology by M.R. Koller

and H.C. Couse (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969). Read it and

use the information it contains to answer the questions that follow. A

Glossary B

archaeology The scientific study of early cultures, with

hasis on artifacts.

artifacts Man-made objects surviving from earlier cultures.

'bilateral (descent) The,tracing of descent thfough both the

maternal and paternal sides of the family.

bureaucracy A-form of organization characterized by special-

ization, departmentalization, and a hierarchy of authority based

on rank.

conflict A universal social process consisting of the clash

between two or more rivals.

cultural,values Assumptions shared by the members of a

society as to what is xight or wrong, good or bad, important or

unimportant.

10. According to the glossary, what are cultural values ?'

A. Universal social processes

B. Assumptions shared by members of a society

. C. The answer is not given in the glossary

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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Name

Class

GLOSSARY: LESSON 7

Page 5

II. In'the definition of archaeology, the word "artifacts" is used. By

further checking the glossary, you can find that the word "artifacts"

means

A. Man-made objects

B. Social processes.

C. Assumptions

12. The terms "specialization" and "hierarchy of authority" appear in!the

"definition of which glossary word?

A. Archaeology

B. Bilateral

C. Bureaucracy

13. True or false: Bilateral descent iseraced through both the maternal

and paternal sides of the family.

14. What glossary word Means a universal social process 'consisting f,

the clash between two or'more.rivals?

A. Descent

B. Specialization

C. Conflict

15. On which page in the boqk are the cultural values of Americans

discussed?

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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Name

Class

GLOSSARY: LESSON 7

Palge,6

A. 56

13. 89

I

C. The answer is not given in the glossary

This is the end of Lesson 7.

or.
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Name

Class

GLOS6RY: LESSON 8
tea

The glossary of a book provides defihitio.ns of some of the words used

. in the book. These words are listed in alphabetical order. A glossary,

is usually found at the end of a book.

Here is part of a glossa* of military terms from the book Yankee Doodle

Boy, edited by George F. Scheer (New.York: W.W. Norton, 1964). Using

the information it contains, answer the questions that follow.

Glossary A

Abatis: a defense made by placing felled trees so that their,branched.

are turned toward the enemy.

Battery: any-place where cannon are mounted.

Billet: to house soldiers in piivate houses. Also, the. place. where

they are thus housed.

Cantonment: the place of encampment of troops for an extended stay

during a campaign or while in winter quarters.

Fieldpiece: a lightweight cannon, 'mounted on a two -wheel carriage,

for use on a field of battle.

Grapeshot: solid, small round shot.

Light Infantry: a special corps of young officers and men drawn from

the regular regiment. They had to be egilerugged and trust-
.

worthy, and were used for special and difficult missions.

Muster:
A

a review of troops to-see if their arms'are complete and in

good order.

Go fon to the next page of this lesson.
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GLOSSARY: LESSON 8

Page 2

Quarter: _mercy or life granted an enemy vanquished in battle or who

had surrendered;

1. A'plaCe where cannon are mounted is called a

A. Battery

B. Billet

C. Muster

2. A lightweight cannon is called a

A. Billet

B. .Muster

C. Fieldpiece

3.. In a military glossary "quarter" means what?

A. Twenty-five cents

B. To cut in fourths

C. Mercy

4. The term meaning "to.house soldiers in private houses" is

A. Billet

Mustei"

C. Cantonment

it-
.

Go on to-the next page of this lesson.
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GLOSSAR1P LESSON 8

Page '3

5.` A review of troops to see if their arms are complete is called

A. Billet

B. Cantonment

C. Mufter
4

6. In what kind of orderre the terms in this glossary arranged?

A. In alphabetical order

B. In order of their importance

C. In order of theituappearance in the book

7. If you wanted to shdot a big hole in something, according to the

military glosary<'you migh,t use

A. A billet

B. A fieldpiece

C. Grapeshot

Here is part of the glossary in the bAk dood Digging: The Story of

Anthropology, by Dorothy and Joseph Samachson '(Chippewa Falls,'Wisc.:

Hale, 1960). Read it and use the information it contains to answer the

ques-tions

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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'GLOSSARY LESSON 8 9

Page 4.

Glossary Bl"

Aramaic: A group of Semitic lan ages, including the language used

by Christ. j

A'rtifact: An ,object, or alteration in a natural object,eproduced by

human workmanship.workmanship.

Aryan: The original Indo-European.language.

Bronze Age: A stage in human culture in which'tools were made of an

alloy of cOppet and tin.

Camera lucida: .A device which ojects the image of an object on

paper to permit tracing of its outline.

Cryptography: The study of cipher writing and secret characers.

Cuneiform: The form of writing used by the Sumerians and other ancient

peoples.

Demotic script: The simplified, popular form which arose out of

Egyptian writing.

8. An alloy of copper and tin wa)g used in what stage of human culture?

9. The langua0 spoken by most people in the United States comes from the

Indp-Europein. What was the original Indo7European language?

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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GLOSSARY: LESSON '8

Page 5

10. If yovanted to write notes in code, using secret characters,
.....

which glossary word would you want to know more about?

11. Our present-day.writing is a form of 'demotic script. From what

ancient culture did it arise?
3

A. Semitic '

A

B. Sumerian,

C. Egyptian

12. Could you take a good picture of your best friend with a camera

lucida?

13. What information does the glossary in a book contain?

A. 1) finitions of words and terms used in the book

B. The dates of events de cribed in the book

)(
C. The page numbers and ti les nf the chapters in the book

a

14 In what part of a book is the glossary usNlly found? .,.

r A. _Beginning

B. Middle°

C. End

This is the end of Lesson 8.
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GLOSSARY: LESSON 9

The glossary of a book provides definitions of some of the words used i

the book. These words are listed in alphabedcal order. The glossary

is usually found at the'end of a book.

Here is part of the glossary of. the book Stampede to Timberline, by

Muriel,Wolle Chicago: Swallow Press, 1949). Use the infOrm4tion it

contains to answer the questions that follow.

Glossary

,Bar: Accumulation of gravel along the banks of a stream; when

worked by the miners for gold these accumulations are called

bar di41ngs.

Chimney: ,An or shoot. A natural vent or opening in the earth, as

a volc

Cribbing: Close timbering, as the lining of a shaft.

Face: The surface exposed by excavation.

Galena: The most-common lead mineral..

Giant powder: A form o yn .

Mill: An establishment for reducing ores by means other than smelting

Pan: To wash-earth, gravel, etc. in a an when searching for gold.

Skip: A large hoisting bucket.

Tailings The worthless slimes left behind after the valuable portion

of the ore has-been separated out by dressing or concentration.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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'Page 2

Class

-1. In this book, the word "skip" is used to mean

A. A combination hop and run

B. . A form of dynami*te

C. A large lcoisting bucket

How does the glAssary define "chimney"?

A. A natural vent or opening in the Barth, as a volcano

B. 'The part of the fireplace that stoke comes out of

C. Close timbering, as the lining of'a-shaft

1

L.

3. Which of the following explanations comes closest to the meaning of the
. A

word "bar"?

A. A place where liquor is served

B. A tool used in mining,

C. A place in a creek where gold might be found

4. In what kind of Order are the terms in this glossary- listed?

A._ In numerical order

B. In alphabetical order

C. In order of their impo ance

Go on.tothe next °page of thls lesson.
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'class 40

a

5. What is the Tost-common lead min ral?

A. Galena

B. Gold

C. The answer (is not givetf.in the glossary

6. Which of the following reference aids and,booksdoes a glossary

-I-resemble?

A. 'Table of contents

B. Telephone directory'
a r
C. Dictionary 4

als

What is a glossary used for?

.
A. To lean the meanings of words and terms in a book

B. To locate places on amap

C. To find out where certain words are located in the'book.

8. On which page would you'find information aboa,cribbing?

A. 1

B. 300

C. The answer is not given'in the glossary

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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Page 4

9. What kind of words are found in the glossary of a book?

A. Common words

B. Words that might need special explanations

C. Words that are in the index

10.. Which oe the following terms means a form'of dynamite?

.A. Bar

B. , Cribbing--

C.' Giant 'powder

This is the end of Lesspn,9.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 10.

The Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature is an index to the articles
.4

published in more than 100 commonly, used magazines. (Some school libiaries

have the Abridged Readers' Guide; which is the same except that it indexes .

fewer magazines.) . Magazine articles are indexed in the Readers' Guide by

subject and by author'in'one alphabetical list.

Besides tlib subject, title, and author's name, the Readers' Guide provides .

the following information. about each article: the name of the magazine

in.which the article appeared, (2) the number of the volume of the issue

in which. the article appeared, (3) the publication date of the issue in

which the article appeared, (4) the page or pages of the magazine on which

the article appeared, and (5) whether the article has pictures 'or Other.

illustrations.

On the basis of the information given in the paragraph above, decide whether

each of the following statements about the Readers' Guide is true or false.

1. The Readers' Guide is an index to magazine articles.

2. The Readers' Guide lists articles under their subjects snd under the.

names of their authors.

A

t'
3. The subjects and authors in the Readers' Guideare listed 1m alpha-

betical order.

4. The Readers' Guide tells you the name of the magazine in vhich an

article appeared.

Go on to ilte next page of this lesson.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 10

' Page 2

5. The Readers', Guide tells you the name of the author of an article.

I

\

-
,.?-

6. The Readers' dUlde tells you of the pages of the magazine on which an

article appears.

7. The Readers' Guide tells you the title of an article.

8. The Readers' Guide t lls you whetheran article has illustrations.

The Readers' Guide'tells you whether an article is easy or hard to

read.
7

10. Not every magazine is indexed in the Readers' Guide.

If you wanted to find some information about a certain subjec, you

could look up that subject in the Readers' Guide to see if any articles

had been published about it.

Much of the information in the Reader'S: Guide is abbreviated. For'examplq,

the magazine Reader's Digest is abbreviated as "Read Di." The abbreviations-

used are explained in a key at the beginning of each volume of the Readers'

Guide.

Go on to the next page of this lesgon.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 10

Page 3

The various kinds of information provided in the Readers' Guide are listed

in the same ord'er for every entry. First the subject or author's name

appears on a separate line by itself. -Then come the title, the author's

name (if it has not already, heen givop), information about illustrations,

name of the magazine, volume number of the magazine., page or pages on

4ich,the article appears, and finally the publication date.

A sample entry in the Readers' Guide might look like this:,

PHOTOGRAPHY
Tor better holiday pictures: open your mind first. K. Poli.

it Pop Phot 66:78-9+ Ja '70

That entry gives you the followini information: an illustrated article

about photography entitled "For Better Holiday Pictures: Open Your Mind

First," written by K. Poli, appeared in volume 66 of the magazine Pppular

Photography. The article began on pages 78 and 79 and was contipued (4

on other pages. The publication date of that issue of the magazine was

January 1970.

This lesson contains two more sample entries from the Readrs' Guide.

Study them. carefully and answer the questions that follow each sample.

(TO answer these questions correctly, you need to know that4"My" is. the

abbreviation used for May snd ''Je". is the abbreviation used for June.)

Sample Entry A

FAMILY
What makes a successful family? M.T. Bloom. Read Di

102:121-4 My '73

Go' on to the next page of this lesson.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 10

Page 4

12. The subject o---f this article is "family." What is the title?

13. Who is the author?

In what magazine did the article' appear?

4i. "102" is the volume number of the magazine. On 9iat pages did the

article appear?

16. What was the publication date of that issue of the magazine?

Sample Entry B

ANIMAL'COMMUNICATION
Acquisition and testing_of gestural signs in four

young chimpanzees. R.S. Fouts. it Science 180:978-80
Je 1,'73

17. The subject of this,article is "animal communication." What is the

title?

18. Who is the author?

19. In what magazine did the article appear?

Go on to the next page pf this lesson.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 10
4

Page 5.

20. "1.80" is the volume number of the magazine. On which pages did the

article appear?

21. What was the pub ication date of that -issue of the magazine?

/\-
22. The letters "i1"-are the abbreviation he Readers' Guide uses to

indicate that the article is.illustilated. In which of these two

sample entries is the article illustrated?

A. Sample Entry A

B. Sample Entry B

This is the end of Lesson 10.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 11

fihe Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature is an index to the articles

ublished in familiar magazines. Each article is indexedly subject and

%ta hor in one alphabetical list.

The Readers' Guide is published on a schedule that ranges from twice a,

, month to once a year. You would find the largest number of entries in

'the yearly issue, and-the.most up-to-date entries in the most recent
4

twice -,a -month 'Issue.

All entries in the Readers' Guide provide the same information:

(1) title of the article, (2) name of the author, (3) thelipazine .

in which the article appeared, (4) whether the article is illustrated,

(5) volume number of the issue in which.the article appeared, (6) pages

on which the article appeared,, and (7) publication date of that issue of

the magazine.

This lesson contains four sample Readers' Guide entries. Study each of

the samples and answer the questions that follow.

Sample Entry 'A

AUTOMOBILE POLLUTION
Car fumes answer blues charges. U S News 74:106-8

Je 11 '73

. The subject of this article is automobile pollution. What is the

title?

. What is the name of the magazine in which the article appeared?,

Go on to the next page 'of this leqson.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 11

Page, 2

3. OirJat pages would you find the article?

give only they month of publicati"bm;. others pecify the

hs If ,a, magazine is dubliShed once,a:month, only the

s'ih the entry. For magazines published more frequently,

',are provided.

e; the month, day, and year of publication in Sample Entry A?

5. the article in. Sample Entry A illustrated?

.

Sample Entry B

JAZZ MUSIC
Jazz comes back! H. Saal and A. Kuflik. IL Newsweek

90:50-6 Ag 8 '77

6. The title of the article in Sample Entry B'is

7., Who are the authors?

8. In what magazine did the article appear?

9. On what page does the article begin?'

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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gage 3

10. In what year did the article appear?
4

,a-

06°

Sample Entry C

CHILAEN (of divorced parents)
How can mom and dad do t4his to me?
A. Sheedy. it Seventeen 36:242-3+ Ag '77

a

11. WhA-Iis the title of the article in Sample Entry C?

12. Who wrote the article?

X13. In what magazine did ?the article appear?

14. Does the article have illustrations?

15. On what pages would you find this article?

Sample Entry D

SHEEDY, Alexandra
How can mom and dad do this to me?. it Seventeen

36:242-3+ Ag '77

Go on to tae next page of,this lesson.
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Page 4

16. How is the article in Sample Entry D indexed in the Readers' Guide?

A A. By. author°

B. By subject

17. Under whatiletter of the alphabet would you find Sample Entry D

listed in the 'Readers! Guide?

18. How is the article in Sample Entry C indexed?

A. By author

B. By subject

A 19. Under what letter of the alphabet,would you find Sample Entry C

indexed?

This is)the end of Lesson 11.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 12

The Readers' Guide, is published twice month in paperback form. These

issues are then combined into
\

ponthly, quarterly, and'yearly volumes.

All eh
40'

e articles that have appeared in'more than 100 different nigazines.
4

are indexed fn the Readers' Guide.,

The articles indexed in each issue of tie Readers' Guide are listed by both

subject and author. Both subject eli%zigs and author entries are combined

in one alphabetical list.

The entry for each subje contains.the titles of all the articles written

about that subject, the ames of authors, and other information needed to

locate those rticles. The following information is also provided:'(1)

name of th agazine in which the artiele appeared, (2) whether or not

the article s illustrated, (3) volume number of the issue in which the

article appeared-,-() pages on which you would find the article, and, (5)

publication date of that issue of the magazine. Thth that information,

a librarian could help you find a particular article if rile,,Jekbrr?r has

back issuesof the 'magazine in which it appeared.

4

If a subject heading in the Readers' Guide is very broad and has many

entries, it may be broken down into smaller, more-specific categories.

The headirtgs of these subsections are center d ink,the column instead

being printed in capital letters on the left side.

If you find no articles listed under a subject heading, you will usually

find an instruction to look under another heading. This' kind of instruc-

tion is called a "see" or "see also" rdference.

For example, in one 1977 issue of the Readers' Guide two articles were

listed under the general heading "Dogs." This entry also 'listed two

drticles under the subheadirig "Diseases and Pests," two articles under

Food and Feeding," at one article under "Training." ,.The subject heading

also 'contained two "see also" references--to '"Dog Food" and'"Toy.DOgs."

.Goon to the next Page of this lesson.
4
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Name

Class

Because each issue of the Readers' Guide coLains many entries, much of
--)19

the information in,each entry is 'abbreviated. A key to the_abbreviations

oft each issue of the Readers' Guide.-used appeirs at the beginning

IHere are so examples:

Harpaz =,Harper's Bazaar

Field Fjeld and Stream

muuNa s National Geographic

Sci N =1 Science News

Aut = Autumn

bi-w = 4-weekl'Y

ill istrated

r

Bp = Bishop

Do you recognize the\--following. abbreviated list? Use the blank llhes:tc;

. spell out'in full each abbreviated word.

1. NJa

2. F

3. Mr

4. Ap

5. My

6. Je

A

1

SEA SERPENTS
Media monster: Podnik the terrible. D. Rhodes. Int

Wildlife 7:17-S '77

7. J1

8. Ai

9. S

10. 0

Sample Entry

Pr

Go, on to the next page of this lesson.
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READERS' GUIDE: LESSON 12

Page 3
Ai

13. This sample entry is listed by

*
A. Author

A. Subject

a

14. What is the title of the article?

15. Who is the author?

, 411* /

16. In what magazine did the article appear?

17'. In what month and year wasthis title published? .(Do not use

abbreviations.)

113. Does the article in this sample entry have illustr s? .

uoe

Here are some general questions about the Readers' Guide to Periodical

Literattre. Write in the best.answer to each question.

tAwk

19. In what kind. of order are'entries listed inthekeaders' Guide?
p

20. The guide fists articles under two kinds of entries:.

Go On to the next page of this lessen.

ft\
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READERS' GUIDE:1,E5SON 12

Page 4

4'

"021. True or false: All magazines are indexed in the Readers' Guide.

ast

0
22.' True or false: If you wanted to find the largest posSible htimber-

of articles on a given subj ct, you shoulfr look at the most-recent
o

issue of the Readers' Gaide.

23. What does the-abbreviation "U"' n an entry tell you about the'article?

r A

24. True or false: The Readers' Guide is publishe&every week.

25. What three things does the Readeis' Guide;teil you about the issue

of the magazine in' which an article.Appeared?-

. Name four things that a Readers' Guide tells you about every articl.

it lists.

' This, is the- end cf Less .12.
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CARD CATALOG: LESSON 13

Every library has a card catalog. The purpose of the card catalog Is to

help people'locate books. The card catalog is a sort of index to all the

books in that.library.

Inmost libraries, the card catalog is.not.really a "catalog.." Informa-

tion about/every book in the library is. put onto cards, and these cards

are kept in draWers. Each book has more than one 'ard, because the books

are indeked in three ways: by subject, by title, and 5y author I s last

name. Each nonfiction book hlas three cards (subject,0 title-, and author),

and each fiction book has two cards (title and author). These three..

different indexes are generally kept in three different sets of drawers,

and the cards are always in alphabetical order.

.

Besides the subject, title; and author, each card in the card catalog

gives the fol-lowing-infOrmition about a book: '(1) call number- -the code

number needed to locate the book in the library - -if it is a nonfiction

134Jolc, (2) publication Oate,.:and (3)' publisher. Books of fiction do not
-

,
,P

\have. call numbers.

You ,can tell,whethet a., card is a subject, title,.Or author card by'which

kind of information is given first. For example, if the top line of a

card contains, the word "FOOTBALL," it belongs under "F" in the subject

index. Another card for the same book might be found in the title index

under "S" if the title were "So You Want to Be a-Quarterback." Still

another card for the same book would.be filed under the author's last

tame in the author index.

Using the information provided above, decide whether each of the f011owing

statements about the car&catalog is true or false.
r

,

1.. There are 'three cards in the card catalog foreacr nonfiction book.

Go on to the:next page 'of this-lesson.
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Page 2

Named 40.

Class

2. The hree cards are fora book's Subject,' author, and title:

. tiYou can tell what kind. of card it is by'which kind of information is

listed first on the. card.

. The cards in the ire og a filed in alphabetical order.

lists the author of book.

.4

6. 'lists the title of the book.

) b

For every nonfiction boqk, the call number is given on the card.

8. Every card gives the publication date of book.

9. Every card lists the publisher of:the book.,

10. Every card tells whether a book is hard Or easy to.read.

,
11.- The purpose of the card catalog is to help people locate books.

Go on to the next page of.this lessen.
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Page 3

Here are aMples of'a subject card, author card,k

1

7-N

and title card, all for

the same book. Study them carefully apd answer the quesiiiRig7that follow.

40.

'Sample A: Author Card

572

Me

Mead, Margaret

Anthropdlogists and What Their, Do

c. 1965 -Pub. Watts

° Sample,B: Title Card

.J Anthropoldgists and What They Do

V-2

Me Mead, Margaret
i

ANTHROPOLOGY

c. 1965 Pub. Watts

Sample CI Subject Card

J-

572.

Me
.4

. ANTHROPOLOGY

11

kaortMargaretl

Antiwopolcigists- and What They Do

c. 1965 Pub. Watts

4

.
12. Sample A is whatkind of card?'

Go on to the next page 6f 'this lesson..
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CARD CATALOG: LESSON 13

Page 4

. Subject

Author

C. Title

13. Samplp B is what kind of card?

A.- Subject

'B. Author

C. Title

Co

o

1.4. Sample C is what kind.of card?

A. Subject

B. ,Author

C. Title

Class

tie

at

, 15. The letter "J" means that this is a "junior" book (for young people).

What is the call number of the book?

A. 572 Me

B. s. 1965

C. The card does not shothis information,

16. ..In what year was this book published?

A. 572

B. 1965

C. The card does not Show this information

on to the next page of this lesson.
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Class

17. Which letters or'Tiumbers give you ihfotMation'ahout4t jUblisher

of this book?

A. 572 Me

B. c. 1965

C. Pub. Watts

18. Make a guess about what word the abbreviation "Me" on the left side.

of each card stands for.

A. Mended

B. Mead

C. Meaning

19. If you wanted to find more books in the library written by Margaret

Mead, under what heading would you look?

A. Mead, Margaret

B. Anthropologists and What They Do ,

C. ANTHROPOLOO'Y

/ This is the end of Lesson 13.
4
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CARD CATALOG: LESSON 14

The purpose of the:- library card catalog is to help people finebooks.-
4

Each nonfiction book in the li ary has three cards in the catalog--one

for its subject, one for its auth r, and one for its title. Each fiction

'book has two cards--one for its author and one for its title. These

cards are arranged in alphabetical order. You can tell which kind of
r_

card you'are looking air by. which, kind of information isgiven first A
the.card:

Using this information about the card catalog, answer the questions that

follow. 1(

1. If the top linea a card says "NO Around the World," what kind

of card is it?

A. _Subject card

B. Author card

C. Title card

2. If the top line of a card says "Gaer, Joseph," what kind

fit/

. Subjeot card

B. Author card

C. Title card

card it 4,it?

3. If the top line of the card says"HOLIDAYS," what kind of card is it?

Go on to the next page Of this lesson.

/.1
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USING REFERENCE*MAR:Reference Aids

NaMe

Class

V

CARD CATALOG: LESSON 14

Page 2

A. Subject : card

B.' Author cipoi

C. Title ca

Each of the three cards fOf a nonfictOn book?ontairwthe same information,

All three give inforMation about, the author,.,title, subjectf- all number,

publicationidate,and publisher. A

Sometimes it is difficult to be sure, whether a card is a subj.ectd,

author card, Or title card., For example"if the title of the:book isa

person's name, cryhen the -book is about a p on a title card or subject

I -

.6. card might seem at first glance to be an a or. rd, However, you'can

usuallyifigure out which kind. of c4rd.it i looking at, the other informa-
,

tion on the card.

Sample A.

921

Ba

ELIZABETH WARD

Bardwell, Felicite
-/

. 7

WheretLonely Blow. the Leaves -

c. 1980 Pub. MB Co.

4. By looking at all the information on Sample A, can you determine whiph

kind of card'it is?

A. Subject card

B. AuthOr 'card

C. Title card

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/Libary RefeiericeAids

CARD C LESSON ,14

Page 3

1

Name

Class

Sample

473.6'

Wa

5. Is Sample B a sub ect

Rememsp*- the Alamo!

Warren,'Robert Penn

Remember the Alamo!

Mexican-AmeriCan War

c. 1958 (Pub. Random Hou'Se

,

ard, author card, or title card?

Who is the author of the book in

<Author cards are filed in alphabetical order according to the authors'

last names. Subject cards are filed in alphabetical order a cording to

the first letters in.the woOs describing the subjects. Tit 4e Bards

are filed in alphabetical orderaccording to.the'fiist words in the titles

(unless the first word is "A,." rAn,."-or,"The--those wOrds re dropped).

7. Under what, letter of the alphabet would you find Sample B?

8. If the first line on 4eB read "Warren, Robert Penn "-under what
I./

later would you find the card? ,

) Go on to the next page of .this,lesson..
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/Library Reference Aids

CARDSATALOG LESSON 14.

Page 4

Natrie

Class.

Sample C

93

Sh

Shippen, Katherine B. -

Portals to he Past

ArchaeOlog

c. ,1963 Pub. The Viking P eass

9. What kind of card is Sample C?

10 Who is the author of the book in Sampl C?

11.

C
12: What is the subject of the book ih Sample Cg

4k

t is 4tle of

4
the book in Sample C?

1'

. t4hat".Was,the,publicatiOn date of.the n Sample. C?

4 //

14. Under.what le-&ter of.the alphabet would Sample C be filed?

',,

This is the and of Lesson14.



US]QG REFERENCE AIDS/Library Referenct Aids

Name

Class

:CARD.CATALOGS: LESSON 15..

Each nonfiction book in a library has at least three, cards in the card

catalog. These'cards are filed alphabetically according to the author-

f the book, the subject, or the title. The top line on any card tells

ou whether the card is a subject, author, or title card.

Every card for a nonfiction book in a library card catalog has the

following information about the book: (1) names) of the author(s) .

(last.name first), (2) title, (3) subject (usually,'in CAPITAL letters,

on'a subject rd), (4) call number (upper left-hand corner), (5)

publiCation date, and (6) publishing company.

Study sample card A and answer the questions that follow.

Sample A

573 Trabking Fossil Man: An Adventure in Evolution

fc,, McKern, Sharon S. and Thomas W.

Tracking Fossil Man

Anthropology and Paleontolpgy

c. L970 Pub. Praeger
Z.V3

04
1. In the Sample A card,, who are the authors?

V

Whatis the title of the book?

'3. When wr
/

he book published?

t Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/Library Reference Aids

Name

Class

CARD CATALOG: ligssoN 15

Page.2

Wha is the call number of the book?'

. What is the name of the publishing company?

6, ,What kind of card is Sample A?

7. Under What 1 e/tEer 'would Sample A be filed?
ti - 4

the top line of Sample A read /.1cKern.,- Sharon-S. and Thomas W.;

. 8.
under what letter of the alphabet would the cara.be filed?

t

9. Each nonfiction b6ok has at /east three cards in the catalog. The

, book described in Sampie_A has four cards because it is filed under

two subjects. What are yiese two Subjects?

Here are four sample Bard for the same book. Study theM carefully and

11.3Sanswer the'questions I follow.
A

Sample B
4

973.5
S.

'Tully, Andrew
.

`When ,they biirned-the White House

U.S.:HistoryffWar of, 1812 Washington 15.t.72Hist4Y

c.. 1:961 Simon & Schuster;

Go on'tothe,nextlyage of this lessqn,
S

O
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USING REFERENCFAIDS/Libra6T,Reference Aids

Name

Class

CARD CATALOG: LESSON 15.

Page 3

4

a

Sample

r
973.5 WASHINGTON; D.C,--HISTORY

tT

Tully, Andrew
,

.

When they burned the White HouSe j ,

c. 1961 Simon & Schustet,
it

o.

4,' '

r
$dmple D

.973.5 When they burnecItheWhite House

Tully, Andrew
Ns,40,

When they burned tlie White House

U.S. History--War of 1,8124 Washington; D.C..--HistOrf
.-

c. 1961 Simon & Schuster

Sample E'

I
U.S 'HISTORYWAR OF 1812 -,t

'House:

,

-117111-Xh6.13-.1.11ple& the'atIte

c. .1961 to 00..6 Schuster
"T.

'10. "What, kind of card is Sample B?

\,

What kind' of earl is SgAple C?
e,

/
12. What kind of carcl.SAIN:e'!Dr.Y4b;;;414 I

Pr

3. What kind of card is Sample E?

Go, onitc; the, next'page of this lesson.
, 110
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/LibraryReference Aids'

/

CARD CATALOG: LESSON'.1

Page 4

- Name

14. What is the title of this book?

ClasS

I5. Who is the author?

16., Inwhat year was the book spublishe

17. What is the name of; the comPany hat published the, book?

1 . Under what letter ofthe alphabet would you find Sample B?

r .
, i

. ,,
-...

19. Under'what letter of the alphabet would you find Sample C?

This is the end of'Lesson 15:

4
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I_USINGREFRENCE AIDS /General Reference BOokS

ENCYCLOFE LA, DICTIONARY, ALMANAC: LESSON.16- ')

Name

Class
A

./
NOTE TO TEACHER: Fc this le'gson each student will need access.to'a.

desk dictionary, recent\(197Tor later) almanat, an the "A" volume .

of an encycloi

Books '.that contain use
.

1 information about many difierent subjects are
:

41k6alled'general

referenp books.- Four common kinds of general reference

s are (1).dictonarie6, (2) encycloPedias,.(3)almanacs,'And (4)

etla:es. Libraries and many school classroomS have all these reference, ,

. ,

books. You maJ y have one or more inyour home.
.

.

. .
.

....3: .

,.Each of these four general?r eference booksicontains special kinds of
-...";t

information.' The key tO Making gpOlk i useof,these books is knowing/which
.C-N

one'ofthem can give yo1 the informatiOn you need. ,

. _

For example, suppose yoU were writing a2"speech about nuclear energy. . r
N

. .

if you wanted.to find out how to spell and pronounce the word !'nudlear,"

you would look in a dictionary. If you wanted, information aboutuhow

nuclear energy was discov edlamidevelo#ed; you wdilld look in An
r /

encyclopedia.," If you anfed'to knothe lOcation and output of the "---

landgeet nucleat power1 Olants. in theleorld today; you would look in an

almanac:
)

Look up the word "automobile" in adictionary, an encyclopedia, and,
.,

-
\-

an alman'ad. Then answer the following)questions abbut, what you find.
A.

.. .

1. Which-- f the three bOoks gives a shOrt

"autOmobile"?

.
.

definition the word

. ).
.

a .) . '. .

2. Which of the three booksgives:a history
. .

,.6

r
Go on to t nextext page of lesson:..

,automobileaT
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/General Reference Bo is

Name

elas

ENCYCLOPEDIA, DICTIONARY, ALMANAC: LESSON 16

Page 2

. .

3.:, ,Which of the three books lists facts about the :01.1 mileage .of'new

automobiles?

Which of the threebooks would you use when you wanted to quickly

, 'check the correct 'spelling of the word "automobile"?

Which Of the three books would you use if you wanted to fin out how

aniautomobile engine works?

. Which of the three b oka would you-use if you wanted to know haw' many

pOopleldere killed in autotobile accidents :in 1S761

, u.

7. Whi.Ch of these

k' "
The correct pironundiation'Of words
/.

'In-depthjnformation about varidussubjects
4

Title's,of.allthe Soaks written about a given subjecC-

' .
4.

three kinds o.f information ddes'at encyclopedia contain?
. .

t

-

'41.0

WhichiAndof informagondoes,a'dictionary contain?.

B.

Redent statisticsancl.current:information...

.

Background and hitory of any.'given subject,

4

Defiiikkons of:woras,
-;

Gcr on page o .thliffesatin:-

80



USING REFERENCE AIDS /General Reference 'Books.

Name

I :ilik4f

ENCYCLOPEDIA, DICTIONARY, ALMANAC: LESSON 16

it

9. Which kind:of information:would you find in an

A. The correct pronunciation of words

B. Recent statistics" and current Information

C. Titles of all the articles written about a.giVen subject

nac?

10. Which kind of.genetal refArence book usually gives the'most infoima-

tion about any given subject? .

A. Encyclopedia

Dictionary

C. Almanac

This is tbe.end f Lesson 16.

t
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USING REFERENCE AIDS/General Reference Books

Name

Class 4r ,

ENCYCLOPEDIA, DICTIONARY, ATLAS: LESSON 17

,'NOTE.TO TEACHER: For this lesson each student will need access to a desk,

dic.tiontiry,, a world atlas, and' the -"E" volume of an encyclopedia.
-as

.

,Bodt.4 that contain useful, information about many different subjects are
a

called general reference books. Four common kinds of general reference

books are (1) dictionaries, (2) encyclopedias, (3) alftanacs, and (4)

-atlases: Each Of these books is used for a different purpose. The key,

to making good use of these books is knowing.which one of them can give

you the information you need.

For example, suppose you were assigned to write a paper about England.

Three general reference books are available for you to use:..a dictionary,

an atlas, and-an encyclopedia. Look up "England" in each of these books.

Then answer the folloWing questions about what you find.

. .itvwflio two of these books 1S:"England" listed in `alphabetical order

with other subjects?

2.. Whig one of these'oOks ma n .-cpAtains.mapa? s

Which one .of nitsg" books

,England?

contains the longest written deiCtiption of

° .

Which one of these books contains the shortest Written description ,o
_

England?

4r

'the'next page of this i.esson.
.4



USING REFERENGE AIDS/General Reference Books

Name

Class

ENCYCLOPEDIA'', CTIONARY, ATLAS: LESSON 17

Page 2

5. Which one of these books shows you quickly that England is on an island?

6. Which one of these books tells you about the histdry of England?

7. An ettcycldpedia is the best place to

A. Correct pronunciation of a word

B. In-depth information

C. Maps of Countries and Co ts

8. A dictionary is the best place look for

A: Correct pronunciation of a word,

-B. In-depth information

C. Maps of countries and continents

9. An atlas is the best place.to look for

A. Correct iDelnunciation of a. word

B.. In-depth information

C. _Maps.of countries'and continents

.

0

1P. If:you wanted to know whether*Erazil'was one of the largest countries
0

SouthAmerioa'.or one of the, smallest, inaiicb book couidyou find_

this infairtation most quickly?



USING REFERENCE AIDS/General Reference BoOks

Name

Class

ENCYCLOPEDIA, DICTIONARY, ATLAS: LESSON 17

Page 3'

A. Dictionary

B. Atlas

C. Encyclopedia

-t

« .

This is the end of lessqn 17.
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24. UNDERSTANDING TABLES, GRAPHS,_

.
SociaLstudies teachers often ask'stildents

, -

CARTOONS

to locate

(LESSONS 18-46)

AV -

information and make

inferences from tables, graphs, and cartdolit,:4 114 lessons in this section
.../

give students the opportunity to reinforce hair understanding -05,,Xli

functions, characteristics,, and f:limitations- these:vip;h4 Modes
Ih..ie.i . Th..

presenting infortation. Several lessons ar iRrotided for_ea4.Mtael,A
.. ,..

teacher may chobSe to have students complete one or all of thelfikisos
- ,

-.. (

,for any given mode.
, ,

Teachers should

theNstudents to

several volumes

t-

note that some of the lessons on'tablis and graphs require

uSetlerb. Lesson 38, on usi g cartoon,syMbols, requires

of the World Book-Enc4c1obedig.



UNDERSTANDING TABLES; GRAPHS, AND CARTOOWS /Tables

Name-

Class

INTERPRETING TABLES: LESSON 18

A table is used to organize certain kinds of information so that it can

be quickly and easily understood. Tables are often used to present

numbers or statistics. These figures are lined up in columns and rows.

Some kinds of information - -for, example, statistics about a baseball team --

are almost always presented in tables. Airline sche4Hledkand bud

schedules are other examples of tables.

Every table should have a title that tells what information it includes.

It also should:give a'source (to show where the facts came from) and a

date (to show hen the table was made) . Every column of figures in4a

table'needs a column head to indicate what those figures represent.' Theses

columns usually read both acrossand down.

A table is often Used when people want to present exact information

randLook at TabBb and then answer questions 1-5.
N

A

Table .A
.

i,

.-,

GROWTH OF NATIONAL PARKS'IN THE UNITED STATES

Year

;1900

1910

1920'.

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

r

Source: ,.14. ;S,: .Nation,all Park Service, 1976

r
4

Go On to th'e neA pdge of this lesson.-

Number

7

3

19

22

26

28

2-9

35 -

A!

"



UNDERSTANDING TABLES,.GRAPHS,.ANDCARTOONS/Tables

INTERPRETING TABLES: LESSON 18

Page 2

1. , The title of the to
1

Name

Class

2. The column titla are

3. What was the source of the information presented?

4. In what year was the table mate?

5. In what year were there 22 national parks?-

#

Table B gives information about the causes of death in the United States

in 975. Read' Table .Band answer.cidestions 6-12.

Go on to the 'next page, of this lesson.

s.
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UNDERSTANDING TABLES,GRATHS, AND CARTOONS/Tables

Name

'Class

INTERPRETING TABLES-: LESSON 18

Page 3

Rank

11.

Table-B

THE UNITED STATES

Number of
' Deaths',

LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH IN

Cause of ,Death

1

' 2

3.

4

7

8.

9

10

11

12

Heare.disease

.Cancer

'Stroke_

Accident

Motor vehi'cle 44,570

All other. 56,830

Pneumonia

Diabetes

-Liver disease

Arterial hardening

Suicide 4.

Respyitory ailment.

Murder

Other causes

722,570

371,660

195,630

101,400

52,740

35,890

32)080

26,230

26,960

26,120

21;730

103,990 ,

4
-

,

TOTAL DEATHS . 9414
...a '4

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Zuca and Welfdee,

6: 'What ranks- first.es a cause of death on this table?
/\,

el le ,
5

. What'pereeritagO of total deaths wacausedbyancer ?',s*

..14,it
..

. .

. .

V* ,

A
.

I I ' '

.-..

qo,i.
tn.'

-to the n . ex tvege of thi..,s: le. s, s on.
, W. ziip

'....,
Y.. . t

P"'.7.... ,- z,
. .,

9

Percent of
Total 'Deaths

37.8

19.5

10.2

5.3 -

2.8

100:0 '

1976
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UNDERSTANDING TABLES, GRAPHS, CAREO4S/111?le§

Name

INiERPRET1VBL ES: LESSON )L8

Page 4 1

class

8. How many deaths in 175 were due to suicide?

9. True false: Th first three top causes of death combined for more

than 65 percent of the deaths in 1975.
.

10. How may columns are there'in this table?

.11. True or false: The source of th%3.1.2formation inn this table is the

AtericanAssociation. of Funeral Directors.

12. What was the second-ranked cause of death in 1977?

A. Heart.disease

B. Cancer

C. this table does-not give that information

s'This is the end of Le son 18.-

U
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UNDER'STANDI TABLES, q4Args,':ANp CARTOONS/Tables

cl :

(

Nathe

1

.
Class . ii 6

r P . . i ' 1' : ...
5, .

.. -: . --
.

.. . .. .,.. , ,

t4:4tt CONSTRUCTING; TABLES: LESSON 19 . - 1- . 4,..":.

% ;
a . ...... a

.., .
. ,

.14 +
y .. : P

71 Vit
, A

H?.,', A table is ,used tb,C hrgani2e-cedin kinds of'inforti&tietn so titatiit'ean..
1 ,

be quickly'and easily understood. Tablesare often Ituld te.pre4nt

numbers or statistics. These figureibare lined up in columns and rows.

The columns and rows usually read both across and down.

yevery table, should have.a,tit/e that tells what info it includes.

It also should give",a source (to show where tjle facts -c !frOm),and a i
date' (to show when the table was made). tireii-ofe(nw okligures in a

row.

table needs a Column heAcP to indicate what the fig s:iif'that column
,.,

represent.
)

Using a separate .niece of papOr,--constrimAihtabie t resents the

information'in the'next paragraph. (Use Table A in Lesson.18 as a model.)

Make sure your table has a title; a source, a.,a4e, and coil: urn heads.

'migration to th4United Statesbetween 1820 and 1970 totalled

45,162,638 froth all:countries. Europe supplied 35,704,302, while

1;519,235 immigrants came from A.sia. South, American and North

American immigrants to.the United 'States totalled 7,469;589.

There were 76,473 immigrants -from Afrita,,99,401 from Australia

-and New Zealand, and 23,642'from the Pacifid Islands. The-U.S.

Immigration and Naturalization Service (1971) also lists the

country of origin of 2,71,58%%immigfants as "not specified:"
41

This is the end of Lesson 19.

i
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ERSTAnDING'TABLES, GRAPHS, AND CARTOON /Takes

O.

7

tiarte ,

OTERP,RETING TABLES: 110,SON za
. .

,

41
.a

EC/table-4.s used, to oirganizeicertin kinds'or information so that it can 4

be quickly and easily understood. Tables are often 704 to present'

umbers_ cor statistics. These figures are lined up in columns androws.

The columns and rows usuaLLy_rearl_hath_across and down.

Every ,table should' have A titie,rtha tells what information it.inclddes.

It also should give a source (to show where the facts came from),and a

date .(to tholiften the table was,madeY. Every,column.ofligures-in a

tableneeds -a column head to indicate what the figures in.thatcplumn
.

represent,. -

Use the information contained -iti-the statements above to answer questions

1-6.

1. -What part of a table tells you what information it contains?

. . _ . . .

2. What part tella.you where the information came.framT4 .
,

What part tells_you whew the tabf4'was made?

4. What kind o
. .

Pt

10-
informativn Ls usually presented in a' le?

5. How are thVg.nres in a tall e arganiz d?

,

Go on to:the next page of thielesSon.
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UNDE1CSTANpING TOLES,..GRAPHS/LD.CARTOONS/Tables
. -z

1'

INTERPRETING TABLES: LESSOI

'Page 2

6: What oes each 1,61umn need?

Loblc at the, sample table in
r

to answer questions 7-13.

. U.S

.Revtlttionary War
1775- 1783

War of 1812, 1812=1815

Mexican War, 1'846=1848'

Civil War, 1161-1865.
Union Polles .600,000
Confederate Forces
1,500,000 '(estimated)

this lessok and use

Sample Table

WARS AND CASUALTIES

Total
Number Serving

184,000 to

250,000 4

(estimated)

286,730

78,718

2,213,363

Spanish-American Wat, 1898 306,760.

World or I, 191.7 1918

World War Ti, 1941-1945

iKoread War, 1950=1953

War inlioutheast
Asi.a, 196171975

16,3530659..,

5,764,143

8,744,000

O

* W9unded7but' did not die

Source: U.S.. Department of Defense, 1976

Go on to the next pages ofuthis lesson:-
o

9e7-
96'

o

the information 1.t.:contains' '

Battle
Peaths

1,

pter Woutids

Deaths Not Mortal*
.0.

4,435

2,260 .

61188-

1,e7,33 1r,550

140,414 224,697 28.1,881

- .

38.5 2,061

53,402 63,114. 2044402

291,557 113,842 670;84p

33,629 20,17' 103,24

46,498 10,388 .303,704

t

't
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UNRER4PANDING.TABLES;,GT:AiRS, AND oRTo

.6

Name

'INTERPRETING TABLES: LESSON 20

1

,

In which' U.S; War: the' ,highest number of deaths in battle occur?

Howmariy'were Wounded in the panish-,Ametican'War?.

/
In what war did the largest number- peopleserVei.

is

1O.tilDid More' men and we serve in-the Korean War, nor in-I4OrldWar11?

. -Howtmany columns are in this table?

12. What a.. shd wn n
. _..: .

this table', .' .

-..

Bow many deaths resulted' from causes `other thanhattle in the
.

Mexican War?

This Is ehe'erid of Lesson 20.



GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS /Looting Places on a Map

Name

Class

USING A GLOBE: LESSON 58

The diagram on this page is a map of part of the earth showing

cuntinents of North America and South America. Dots labeled with le

letters A-F have been placed at certain spots on the map ?rid.

In the blank space under each letter on the next page, wri::e the :itude

and longitude readings cc. that dot.

Be sure to specify the number of degrees and indicate the hemisph--e. The

first one is done for you as an example.

10S

20S

30S

40S

50S

80N NORTH POLE

11111k .fr44.
-31.1%16.440},

80S
30S

70S

.+4.01A1lotw9S
LESOUTH

0
PO OS

80S 70S 60S

Co on to the next page of this lesson.

209



Place or a Ma-

irne

ccr; A GLOBE: 1.F.:-! 5P

2

Letter A

20° S. L. LoriFz..

Letter F

7ter

_or
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SKILl'/Le i Places on a 'ap

Name

Class

-NC .71=DE/LONCITU-'E GRID: LESSON 5

On liagram a map of a make-helieve countr ha eer. drawn on

a 1_7:_1de/long--ude grid.

enem that t linos running horizontally across he rid are calT7:1

thi: 7. ilels. lat _!!?es. The lines running ver-ically up an:

, grid a :alled meridians, or .ongitude

c his mak. - country is the equator :rid wcst of

meril

,t acz

75' 0'

man with H., ati:ude/lerituth: readings on

- one has b ,Jane to help You get started.

445'.

sd

rL

)5

1

60

G- on to the n.ext page f this lesson.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Locating Places on a Map

Name

Class

USING A LATITUDE/LONC=DE GRID: LESSON 59

Page 2

1. 40° N. Lit., 45° W. Lorlz,

2. 40° N. Lat., ()0' W. Lnag.

3. 20° N. Lat., 45° W. Long.

4. 50° N. Lat., 60° W. Long.

D. 55° N. Lat., 45° W. Long.

6. 20° N. Lat., 65° W. Long.

This is the end of Lesson 5%/.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Locating Places or

SNG A LA- : LE. .'ON 60

The map of the United St,a-s on -eguLarly spaced lines

ru=ing from tem to !pot: meriL sizie to side (parallel,).

7verything on this map i 7

eridian.

Lerch dot on the map stand

The cities rer-,-sented by

_)r-

c eqt1,7- and -,:est of the prime

a c is are identified by letters.

c-7s below.

A. Seatti M. Montreal

B. Los Angeles N. New York

C. Great Falls L. 0. Boston

D. Denver J. P. Baltimore

E. Kansas City K. Q. Charleston

F. St. Louis L.

THE UNITED

Go on to the next page -f this lesso:
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GEOGRAT- IC: SKILLS/Locating Places r a Map

Name

Class

US-NG A TITUDE/LO:, :RID: LSI'JN 60

Page 2

Look at may c et alswc hiestions

Whatare e latt:..ude -!,.*

1. C d

2. Monti

3. Great ills

What cities are locate_

4. 30° N. -at., 96° 1

5. 34° N. ',at., 118°

6. 42° N. at., PS°

J.

7. Mich one of these ies ':ted at 90" west longitude?

Cincinnati St. ..: s E. Kisas City H. 'ew Jrleans

S. Which t,.+.o of these Les are located at 39° north lat

J. CineLnnati Denver

This is the end of Less(_
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GEOGRtFT- zKILLS/Readi Svm- on Yap

Na7:-

LNDERSTA Ar SYMBOLS: ESSON 61

Mapmaker , :en use little dr ;, to mark the locations

of thine

explaine

order to save SDE

somewhere on the map

The mezaing the symbols is usually

The par:. 2f tae map that tells th svrbol5 can is called the legend.

..Mapmake-:., also use special s- s to show the -pulation of cities and

_owns.

Many symbols are uniform; the 1-1 be sound on map. Some maps have

special symbols of their own.

Study the map below. Look careully 1: the legnd, which shJws what the

symbols mean. Then answer ques-lflns 1-10 c the next page.

LEGEND

----- RAILROAD
7---=- HIGHWAY
/ti(' MOUNTAINS

RIVER
5ORDFR

0 ' A Tr CAPITAL CITY

20

Sca,. of HOes

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Read- S .nols on a !s'

Nnme

UNDERSTANDING MAP SYM' 7SSON 6

Page 2

I. Which of the town- wn is a c H.ty?

A. Lord

B. Carp

C. Fat.

2. What -ymbol on .f.h

A.

B.

C.

7oWS a 'IoumLary between two states?

3. Which town is n, -o a lake?

A. Best

B. ?ick

4. What is the highway :nee 1,t.-,.wee7 Lord and Carp?

A. 20 miles

B. 45 miles

C. 60 miles

Which - f these towns not have the use of a railroad?

A. Belt

B. Best

C. Pick

on to the next page of this lesson.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Reading Symbols on a Map

Name

Class

UNDERSTANDING MAP SYMBOLS: LESSON 61

Page 3

6. All of these towns are in Wyoming except:

A. Camp

B. Sock

C. Belt

7. Which state probably has more people?

A. Wyoming

B. Montana

C. Map does not give this information

8. If you tra7eled by train from Fail to Pick, you would have to pass

through:

A. Belt

B. Lord

C. Carp

9, Imagine you are in a car traveling from Lorci through Tank. After

leaving Tank, in which direction would you be going?

A. North

B. South

C. East

Go on to thc next page of this lesson.
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GEOMAPHIC SKILLS/Reading Symbols on a Map

Name

Class

UNDERSTANDING MAP SYMBOLS: LESSON 61

Page 4

'10. Which one of these stntements is false?

A. No railroad line goes through both states.

B. You can't go from Best to Oil by railroad.

C. Pick is northeast of Lord.

This is the end of Lesson 61.



GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Reading Symbols on a Map

Name

Class

DISTANCE AND DIRECTION: LESSON 62

You will neei a ruler for this erercise.

The map below slows the Great Lakes region. The Great Lakes form part of

the boundary between the castern United States and Canada.

From west to east, the names of the Great Lakes are Lake Superior, Lake

Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie, and Lake Ontario.

Notice that "N" (north) is at the top of the directional symbol, end

that the city of Duluth is at the western tip of Lake Superior.

se/IC7LAKE SUPERIOR

THE GREAT LAKES

0 100 2.

SCALE OF MILES

KINGSTON

CHICAGO

Go on to the n,xt page of this lesson.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Reading Symbols on a Map

Name

Class

DISTANCE AND DIRECTION: LESSON 62

Page 2

A scale r. miles is included to help you determine distances. The scale

of miles on this map is: 1 inch = 100 miles.

The broken line running along four of the Great Lakes represents the route

. ship captain takes to go frOm Chicago to Kingston.

-:sing a ruler, find out how many miles it is from one point to another on

:his map. Fill in the blanks in questions :-11. Then answer questions

12-15, which ask you to determine directions.

Distance

1. From :hicago to point A is miles.

2. From point A to point B is miles.

3. From point B to point C is miles.

4. From point C to point D is miles.

5. From point D to point E is miles.

6. From point E to point F is miles.

7. From point F to point G is miles.

S. From point C to point H is miles.

9. From point H to Kingston is miles.

on to the next page of this lesson.

0.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Reading S;mbols on a Map

Name

Class

DISTANCE AND DIRECTION: LESSON 62

Page 3

10. The total length of the trip by ship is miles.

11. An airplane would fly from one point to another by a direct (straight-

line) route. The trip by plane from Chicago to Kingston would be

.. miles.

12. In what general direction is Kingston from Chicago?

13. In what general direction is point E from point C?

14. In what direction is the ship going as it sails from point A to

point B?

15. Of the three cities shown on the map, which one lies farthest west?

This is the end of Lesson 62.



GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Calculating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

UNDERSTANDING MILEAGE SCALES: LESSON 63

You will need a ruler Jr. this exercise.

A map scale tells how many actual miles equal 1 inch on the map. In

other words, the scale of a map tells us how actual distances compare

with the distances shown on the map.

If you were to draw a map of your room, how big would you make it?

Probably not as large as the room itself! If the room were 10 feet long

and 8 feet wide, you might decide to draw your plan 10 inches long by

8 inches wicle. In this case, your scale would be: 1 inch = 1 foot.

Before you can find distances on a map, you must know the scale of the

map. On different maps, 1 inch may stand for different numbers of feet

or miles.

The simple map below shows three houses along a river. The scale of

miles for this map is: 1 inch = 500 feet. The distance between house A

and house B is about 1 inch on the map. This means that the actual

distance is about 500 fc.et.

Using a ruler, fill in the answers to the questions 1-4.

A SIMPLE M AP

0 FEET 500

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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GFOGRAPIC SKILLS/Calculating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

UNDERSTANDING MILEAGE SCALES: LESSON 63

Pag, 2

1. On this scale, 1/2 inch would be equal to feet.

2. On this scale, 1/4 inch would be equal to feet.

3. About how many inches is it from house B to house C?

inches.

4. About how many actual feet would this be? feet.

This is the end of Lesson 63.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Calculating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

UNDEMTANDING MILEAGE SCALES: LESSON 64

You will need a ruler for this exercise.

The map on the left below shows the 48 contiguous United States. The

state of Minnesota has been darkened to make it stand out.

The :nap on the right below is of Minnesota ah-A.1: enlarged.

-The scale of miles for each map is different. One inch is equal to a

different number of miles on each map.

Study the maps and follow the directions on the next page to answer

questions 1-4.

CONTIGUOUS UNITED STATES

0 goo 800

SCALE OF MILES
1 INCH EQUALS 800 MILES

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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STATE OF MINNESOTA

too 200

SCAL.r. OF MU'S - 1 (NCH EQUALS
200 MILES

21



"EOGRAPH1C SKILLS /Calculating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

UNDERSTANDING MILEAGE SCALES: LESSON 64

Page 2

Look at the Minnesota map and use the scale of miles on that map. Oith

your ruler, measure along Minnesota's western border.

1. Pow long is Minnesota on the map?

2. How long would this be in miles?

Now look at the map of the United States and use its scale of miles.

Measure Minnesota on this map.

3. How long is Minnesota on the U.S. map?

4. How long, would this be in miles?

The answers to question; 2 and 4 should be about the same.

This is the end of Lesson 64.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Calculating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

USING MILEAGE SCALES: LESSON 65

You will need a ruler for this exercise.

The map below shows a section of Western Europe. Five cities are shown

on this map: London, Paris, Berlin, Madrid, and Rome. Look carefully

at this map and its scale of miles. Then answer questions 1-4.

O SCALE OF MILES 500
WIME=7MMME=Mil

1. London is about

A. 100

B. 225

C. 300

how many miles from Paris?

2. Madrid is about how many miles west of Rome?

A. 600

B. 750

C. 900

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Calculating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

USING MILEAGE SCALES: LESSON 65

Fags 2

3. Berlin is about how many miles northeast of Paris?

A. 300

B. 400

C. 500

3. Which cities are abOut the same distanc=2 apart as .4)115'nn and

Madrid?

A. Madrid ancl Rome

B. Paris and Berlin

C. Paris and Rome

D. Berlin and Rome

This is the end of Lesson 65.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Calculating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

'N!-T. AND DIRECTICN: LESSON 66

You will need a ruler- pis exeroise.

The squared section ':-, ?piesents a section of the city Jim lives

in. Jim p!,rticipate,' "walkathon" to raise money for charity.

Jim's huse has been drawn on the map.

The circled number 1 rep-esents the spot where the walkers gathered.

Following the step-by-step instructions on the next page, use the

"Distance Key in Miles" -and tl-e directional symbol to draw out the

route laid out for the walkers. (Part of Main Street and part of

Washington Avenue have been drawn in to help you get started.)

Write in the number of the instruction at each "stop,"

Draw a heavy line along the lines of the grid to represent the route.

Write in the name- of the streets and avenues as you go.

0 1 2 3 4 S 6

611., I

9 0

DISTANCE KEY IN MILES

t ; ,

1 t,

--t
: tstij A/ N 57"R EE T

I

1

vt-
i

2

2
0
-1
0 .._._t_____

. c
rn-1----

229
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Calculating Milcae on a Map

Name

Class

DISTANCE AND DIRECTION: sON 66

Page 2

1. From Jim's louse to tne gathering place for the walk, go 2 miles west

on '.air Street.

2. Continue west on Main Street for 4 miles to Grand Avenue.

3. Go south on Grand for 2 1/2 miles to Expressway.

4. Go east on Expressway for 5 miles to Elm.

5. Go north on Elm Street for 1 mile to La SaLle.

6. Go east on La Salle for 1 mile to Washington Avenue.

How far and in what direction must Jim walk to get back to his house?

miles direction

This is the end ,)f. Le son 66.
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GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Ca".culating Mileage on a Map

Name

Class

D''RTANCE AND DIRECTION: LESSON 67

You will need a rul;:r for this exercise.

The rough map below shows f:Ne towns. Look carefully at the mileage

scale and directiognl symbol. Then answer questions 1-13.

/ ABLE
a BAKER

Dock.

Distance

COOK

LAKE
0 So
SCALE OF MIL ES

What is the distal-1:7e- Prom:

1. Able to Baker? miles

2. Baker to Cook. miles

3. Cook to Dock? miles

4. Dock to Able? miles

5. Baker to Lake? miles

6. Able to Lake' miles

Go on to the next page of this lesson.



GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS/Calculatin Mileage on a Map

DISTANCE AND TIIRECTION: LESSON 67

Page 2

Direction

In what direction is:

7. Baker from Able?

8. Cook from Dock?

9. Dock from Cook?

10. Cook from Baker?

11. Able from Lake?

12. Baker from Dock?

13. Lake from Able?

This is the end of Lesson 67.
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4. EVALUATING INFORMATION (LESSONS 68-88)

This group of lessons gives students practice in using critical-thinking

skills. They are organized into six subskill areas: (1) identifying

facts and opinions, (2) recognizing points of agreement and disagreement,

(3) recognizing bias, (4) identifying primary and secondary source::, (5)

assessing the reliability of sources, and (6) identifying inconsistencies.

These lessons are generally hard for junior high students, and teachers

may find that many students will need to do most of the lessons.

There are at least two lessons for every subskill. Some skills may

require several lessons for mastery.

Lessons 68-72 require students to use coins.

21
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EVALUATING INFORMATION/Identifying Facts and Opinio-s

Name

Class

RECOGNIZING FACTS: LESSON 68

You will need a coin for this exercise.

A fact is something that is known with .certainty. It has beer proven

to be valid or correct. A statement of fact often describes something

that can be seen to be true.

Lay a coin face down on your desk. Below is a list of statements about

the coin. Each statement is identified by a letter. Look at the coin as

you read each one.

A. Th, value of the coin is printed on this side.

B. The other side of the coin is prettier.

C. Too many things are written on this :side of the coin.

D. The words "United States of America" are printed on this side of the

coin.

E. The coin is shaped like a circle.

F. The coin has a picture on it.

G. The coin is too big.

H. The coin is flat.

I, The words "E Pluribus Unum" are printed on the coin.

J. Some coins are prettier than this one.

Which of these statements about the coins are facts?

This is the end of Lesson 68.

2 -1
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EVALUATING INFORMATION /Identifying Facts and Opinions

Name

Class

RECOGNIZING FACTS: LESSON 69

You will need a coin for this exercise.

A fact is something that is known with certainty. It has been proven to

be valid or correct. A statement of fact often describes something that

can be seen to be true.

Lay a coin face up on your desk. Below is a list of statements about

the coin. Each statement is identified by a lette,-. Look at the coin

as you read each one.

A. The coin has a year printed on it.

B. The coin has a man's head on it.

C. The coin is too small.

D. The man on the coin has a weird hair style.

E. The word "Liberty" is printed on the coin.

F. The coin is flat.

G. The man on the coin is facing the wrong way.

H. The words "In God We Trust" are printed on the coin.

I. The coin is shaped like a circle.

J. The picture on the coin is not very good.

Which of these statements about the coin are facts?

This is the end of Lesson 69.
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EVALUATING INFORMATION/Identifying Facts and Opinions

Name

Class

RECOGNIZING OPINIONS: LESSON 70

You will need a coin for this exercise.

An opinion is a belief about something. An opinion may or may not be

based on facts. An opinion is what someone thinks or feels about some-

thing. Two people often have different opinions about the same thing.

Lay a coin face down on your desk. Below is a list of statements about

the coin. Each statement is identified by a letter. Look at the coin

as you read each one.

A. The value of the coin is printed on this side.

B. The other side of the coin is prettier.

C. Too many things are written on this side of the coin.

D. The words "United States of America" are printed on the coin.

E. The coin is shaped like a circle.

F. The coin has a picture on it.

G. The coin is too big.

H. The coin is flat.

I. The words "E Pluribus Unum" are printed on the coin.

J. Some coins are prettier than this one.

Which of these statements about the coin are opinions?

This is the end of Lesson 70.
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EVALUATING INFORMATION/Identifying Facts and Opinions

Name

Class

RECOGNIZING OPINIONS: LESSON 71

You will need a coin for this exercise.

An opinion is a belief about something. An opinion may or may not be

based on facts. An opinion is what someone thinks or feels about some-

thing. Two people often have different opinions about the same thing.

Lay a coin face up on your desk. Below is a list of statements about

the coin. Each statement is identified by a letter. Look at the coin

as you read each one.

A. The coin has a yea_ printed on it.

B. The coin has a man's head on it.

C. The coin is too small.

D. The man on the coin has a weird hair style.

E. The word "Liberty" 1,1 printed on the coin.

F. The coin is flat,

G. The man on the coin is facing the wrong way.

H. The words n God We Trust" are printed on the coin.

I. The coin is shaped like a circle.

J. The picture on the coin is not very good.

Which of these statements about the coin are opinions?

This is the end of Lesson 71.
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EVALUATING INFORMATION/Identifying Facts and Opinions

Name

Class

SEPARATING FACT FROM OPINION: LESSON 72

You will need a coin for this exercise.

Remember that a fact is known to be true. An opinion is a belief that

may or may not be true. Facts are statements with which almost everyone

would agree. People often disagree about opinions.

Hold the coin in your hand and look at each side. Below is a list of

statements about the coin. Each statement identified by a letter.

Read the statements and answer questions 1 and 2 by filling in the

letters of the statements.

A. The coin is too small.

B. The coin has writing on both sides.

C. The coin has a face on only one side.

D. The coin is too thick.

E. The coin is flat.

F. The words "United States of America" are printed on the coin.

G. The value of the coin is printed on it.

H. Some cf the words are near the edge of the coin.

I. The coin is nice to look at.

J. The person on the coin is a man.

1. Which of these statements about the coin are facts?

2. Which of these statements are opinions?

This is the end of Lesson 72.
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EVALUATING INFORMATION/Recognizing Points of Agreement and Disagreement

Name

Class

ANALYZING CONFLICTING STORIES: LESSON 73

When two or more people look at the same thing. they often come away

with different ideas about what it is like. When they tell others .

about what they see, their stories might sound very different. Here's

how two different people might tell about visiting a strange city:

ALICE: "Downtown Cowtown is a sight to thrill any visitor. Huge buildings

line the streets. Everywhere the sightseer looks there are giant

skyscrapers, some nearly 200 feet high, reaching toward the clouds.'

FREDA: "The trip through downtown Cowtown is a bummer. The city is full

of old, dirty buildings. Nowhere in the city is there a building

more than 200 feet high."

Would you want to visit Cowtown? If you believed Alice, you might. If

you believed Freda, you probably would not. When two people give you

conflicting descriptions of something, how do you know what to believe?

One way is to look for some things that both people say are true. If

several different people agree that a statement is true, you probably

can believe it. But if one person says that something is true and another

person insists that it is not true--that is, if people disagree about

something--you cannot be so sure that it is true.

If you went to visi' C,wtown, you might have fun or you might have a

lousy time. But you could be pretty sure that you would see some buildings

200 feet high in Cowtown. Both Alice and Freda agreed that some buildings

were about that tall.

The following example shows how two people's stories about the same thing

can sometimes be very different.

Bronco, an 11-year-old boy, came running into the kitchen. Blood was

running from his mouth and nose. He spat a big mouthful of blood in the

sink. His front teeth had been knocked out, and they came out when he

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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EVALUATING INFORMATION /Recognizing Points of Agreement and Disagreement

Name

Class

ANALYZING CONFLICTING STORIES: LESSON 73

Page 2

spat. The teeth bounced around the sink and slithered down the drain.

Bronco's clothes were torn and his arms were scratched.

Right behind him came Bertha, Bronco's 13-year-old sister. Her L ht

eye was blackened. Blood ran from deep scratches on her cheek that had

been made by someone's fingernail:2. Dirt was smeared all over her face.

"My goodness!" cried their mother. "What happened?"

Bronco pointed at Bertha and cried, "She started it!" At the same time,

Bertha pointed at Bronco and shouted, "He started it!"

."All right, all right," said their mother. "You two get cleaned up, and

then both of you come and tell me what happened."

Bronco's Story

"We were walking down to the 7-11

store to get milk. You gave us a

dollar, and we were going to get ice

cream with the money left over. When

we were almost to the store, Bertha

said we would get some stupid old

candy instead. Then she smashed me

in the mouth with her fist and

started kicking me and jumping on me."

Go on to the next page of this lesson.

1),
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Bertha's Story

"When we were almost to the 7-11,

Bronco gets this bright idea to get

ice cream. We always get candy with

the change. When I said that we

would get candy again, he grabbed

for the dollar I was carrying. He

bumped his nose on my elbow. Then

he reached up and scratched me on

the face. He tripped me and I fell

on top of him. When we were trying

to get up he punched me right in

the eye with his fist."



EVALUATING INFORMATION/Recognizing Points of Agreement and Disagreement

Name

Class

ANALYZING CONFLICTING STORIES: LESSON 73

Page 3

Listed below are eight statements about the fight. If a statement is true

according to both Pronco's and Bertha's stories, circle the word "Agree."

If the two stories disagree about a statement, circle the word "Disagree."

1. Agree Disagree Bertha started the fight by punching Bronco.

2. Agree Disagree Bronco started the fight by scratching Bertha.

3. Agree Disagree The fight happened near the store.

4. Agree DicRgree The fight started because of an argument over

chat the kids should buy with the change left

over after they bought the milk.

5. Agree Disagree 'Bertha punched Bronco in the mouth with her fist:

6. Agree Disagree Bertha was carrying the money.

7. Agree Disagree Bronco tripped Bertha.

8. Agree Disagree Bertha jumped on Bronco.

This is the end of Lesson 73.
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Name

Class

ANALYZING CONFLICTING STORIES: LESSON 74

Here are two stories about one football game that might have been

written in a school newspaper.

BEARS EASILY WHIP LIONS, 35-28

Last night the Bears and Lions

played a game that was really

over by the end of the first

half. By halftime, the Bears

had built up a 35-0 lead. In

the second half, the Bears

relaxed and took it easy. The

only points that the Lions

could score came on four touch-

downs in the last half. The

Bears looked like a strong team

and were in control of the

entire game.

LIONS' POWER NEARLY UPSETS BEARS

Last night the Lions completely

outplayed the Bears in the second

half and nearly won the game.

The Lions' magnificent rally

barely fell short as the Bears

eked out a 35-28 victory. The

Lions made several costly mistakes

in the first half and found them-

selves behind 35-0 at halftime.

In the second half, the Lions

scored four touchdowns good for

28 points while the Bears were

held scoreless. The end of the

game found the Bears hanging on,

desperately trying to keep the

powerful Lions from scoring the

tying touchdown.

On the next page are six statements about the game. If a statement is true

according to both newspaper stories, circle the word "Agree:" If the

stories disagree about the statement, circle the word "Disagree."

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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i. Agree Disagree The score was 35-28.

2. Agree Disagree The Bears were the better team.

3. Agree Disagree The Lions were the better team.

Agree Disagree The score at halftime was 35-0.

5. Agree Disagree The Lions scored 28 points in the second half.

6. Agree Disagree It was easy for the Bears to beat the Lions.

This is the end of Lesson 74.
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When people make statements, either spoken or written, they are trying

to tell other people something. Usually writers and speakers think

carefully about their subjects before they make statements. But some-

times people become emotionally involved in the subjects that they are

making statements about. If people have very strong feelings about a

subject, they may make statements that they would not make if they were

thinking carefully. For example, consider how some people are speaking

in the following incident:

The score was tied 3 to 3 in the last inning of the district

championship seventh-grade baseball game. There was a runner

on third base. There were two outs.

It was Joe's turn to bat. He was nervous. If he could just

get a base hit--any kind of base hit--he could drive in the

winning run and his school would win the championship.

The pitcher wound up and threw. Joe swung and hit the ball.

It bounced slowly to the shortstop.

Joe took off for first base. He was sure he would make it

before the shortstop could throw the ball to the first baseman.

Joe ran. The shortstop threw. It was a close play.

"Out!" yelled the umpire.

Joe ran back to the umpire. "But, Ump, I hit the base and took

three steps before the ball hit the first baseman's glove!

Couldn't you see that? You can't see anything! You're blind

as a bat! You should he sent to the salt mines and never be

allowed to come out!"

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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The first baseman snickered over his shoulder and said, "Aw,

shut up, crybr.17, we had you out by six feet."

How could two people involved in the same play make statements that are

so different? Joe said he beat the throw by three steps--yet, the first

baseman said that the throw beat Joe by six feet.

The answer is that both Players had very strong feelings about the play.

Joe wanted very badly to get to first base. The first baseman wanted very

badly to get Joe out. This caused them to say things that they would not

have said if they had thought carefully before they spoke.

Consider the other things Joe said about the umpire. Did he really mean

them? Of course not. Joe knew that the umpire could see. The statements

"You can't see anything" and "You're blind as a bat" came out of his

strong feelings. When people speak or write about subjects that they feel

very strongly about, they may say things that are not exactly true.

Here are seven statements made by students about their schools. Read

each one. If you think a statement was made after careful thinking about

the subject, circle the word "Thinking." If you think the speaker's strong

emotions about the subject are behind the statement, circle the word "Feeling."

1. Thinking Feeling T. go to Washington, and it's the best school

in the world.

2. Thinking Feeling -_incoln students are tops.

3. Thinking Feeling Our school has more magazines in its library

than any other school in our town.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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4. Thinking Feeling I went to Jefferson last year, and they have

the stupidest social studies teachers in the

world.

5. Thinking Feeling There are so many kids in my school that it's

like a zoo.

6. Thinking Feeling My school has more students than any other

junior high in the district.

7. Thinking Feeling Our lunches are the world's worst.

This is the end of Lesson 75.
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People have strong feelings about many social issues. One of these

issues is the rights that 18-year-old people should have. Some people

believe that 18-year-olds should be able to do anything that adults do.

Others believe that people should wait until they are 21 before they are

permitted to do anything that adults can do.

Below are five statements about this subject. If the statement seems to

have been made after careful thought, circle the word "Thinking." If

the statement seems to acme from strong emotions, circle the word "Feeling."

1. Thinking Feeling Most 18 -yaar-old people today have gone to

school for more years than their parents did.

2. Thinking Feeling It will ruin our country if we let those

sloppily dressed 18-year-old punks vote.

3. Thinking Feeling If 18-year-olds are allowed to drink beer

and liquor, we will have more drinking

drivers on our highways.

4. Thinking Feeling If 18-year-olds are old enough to fight in

wars for their country, they are old enough

to vote.

5. Thinking Feeling No 18-year-old kid has enough sense to know

how to vote.

This is .:he end of Lesson 76.
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Information can be obtained from one of two kinds of sources: primary

and secondary.

A primary source is a firsthand or original source. A primary source

can be a person (for example, an eyewitness to an event), a document (for

example, a letter or birth certificate), or an audiovisual record (for

example, a tape recording, motion picture, or photograph).

Suppose you wanted to find out what you were like when you were five years

old. You could use many sources of information. Eight of them are listed

below. Some of them could provide you with firsthand information about

what you were like as a five-year-old; others could not. Look carefully

at this list and circle the letters next to the primary sources of

information.

A. Family photographs of your fifth birthday party

B. A photograph of your father when he was five years old

C. A drawing of your family tree

D. A tape recording of your fifth birthday party

E. A diary written by one of your parents during the year you were five

F. A story you wrote about yourself when you were in the sixth grade

G. A report about you written by your kindergarten teacher

H. A picture you drew in kindergarten

This is the end of Lesson 77.
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A primary source is a firsthand or original source of information.

''A primary source of information about an event might be a person who was

present at the time and remembers what happened. Or it might be a report

written during or just after the event by an eyewitness. A film, photo-

graph, or tape recording of an event would also be a primary source.

Suppose you wanted to find out what your family was doing on the day before

you were born. You might try to get information from a number of people.

Eight of them are listed bIlow. Some of them might have firsthand informa-

tion about what you want to know; others would probably not have firsthand

information. Circle the letters in front of all the people who might be

primary sources.

A. Your parents

B. Your grandparents

C. An older brother or sister

D. Your best friend. who moved into town last year

E. An uncle or aunt

F. Your social studies teacher

G. A neighbor who has lived next door to your family for 20 years

H. Your kindergarten teacher

This is the end of Lesson 78.
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A secondary source provides secondhand information. Any information that

is not obtained from a primary, or original, source is said to come from

a secondary source.

Suppose you hear that there has been a fight in the school cafeteria.

If the person who told you about it actually saw the fight, that person

is a primary source of information. But if that person heard about it

from some other person who supposedly saw the fight, you are getting

information about the fight from a secondary source.

As you can imagine, a secondary source is not likely to be as reliable

as a primary source. However, certain kinds of information are difficult

or impossible to obtain from primary sources. For example, suppose you

wanted to write a report about how cave men lived. Since the cave men did

not use written language as we know it, no primary-source documents are

available. Methods of recording events on film and tape had not been

invented when the cave men lived, and there certainly are no surviving

eyewitnesses. In doing research for your report, you would have to use

secondary sources.

You don't have to go back as far as the cave men to find situations in

which it.is difficult to use primary sources. If you wanted to find out

something about your own great-great-grandparents, for example, you might

not find many living people who remember them. You would probably have

to rely in part on secondary sources.

On the next page is a list of sources that you might use to find infor-

mation about your great-great-grandparents. Circle the letters in front

of all the secondary sources.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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A. Photographs of your great-great-grandparents

B. Letters written by your great-great-grandparents

C. Your Aunt Susie, who didn't know them but has heard a lot of stories

about them

D. Newspaper clippings about your great-great-grandparents' wedding and

funerals

E. Ln article in a current historical magazine about they town where they

lived

F. Your grandmother, who used to spend summers at your great-great-grand-

parents' house when she was a little girl

G. A painting of your great-great-grandmother, done from a photograph of her

This is the end of Lesson 79.
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A secondary source provides secondhand information. Information that was

not obtained from a primary, or original, source must have come from a

secondary source.

One example of a secondary source is a book review; the primary source is

the book itself. Another example of a secondary source is a newspaper

columnist's summary of an important speech; the speech itself is the

primary source.

Suppose you were writing a class report about people's views on income

tax reform. One night you watch a television talk show on which Senator

Smart is discussing this issue. You hear the senator say, "I think income

tax loopholes ought to be abolished." The next morning you read a newspaper

account of the senator's remarks. The headline reads: "Senator Smart Calls

for Abolishing Income Tax."

The television talk show was a primary source of information. You saw and

heard the senator state his opinion. The newspaper headline was a secondary

source because you were getting Senator Smart's views secondhand--the headline

writer was telling you (incorrectly, in this case) what he thought the

reporter said he heard the senator say.

Although it is usually better to use primary sources, it is not always easy

or even possible. For example, many people are interested in finding out

about their ancestors. They might want to know when their ancestors first

came to this country and where they lived before they came here. If your

ancestors came here a very long time ago, there is probably no one living who

remembers when they came or where they came from. You would have to use a

lot of secondary sources.

However, remember that primary sources are not always human beings. Documents

and various kinds of legal papers can be primary sources too, if they were

made during the lifetimes of the people you are looking for information about.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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Some sources of information you might use to try to find information about your

ancestors are listed below. Circle the letters in front of the secindary

sources.

A. A ticket used by your great-great-grandfather that shows where and

when the ship he arrived on began and ended its trip

B. Your Uncle Harry, who remembers that his grandmother told him where

the family lived back in the old country

C. Birth certificates that show when and where some of your ancestors

were born

D. A family history written by your cousin

E. A family-tree quilt made by your great-aunt

F. Your grandfather, who remembers some of the records of births, deaths,

and marriages in the old family Bible, which was destroyed in a fire

40 years ago

This is the end of Lesson QC.
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Information can be obtained from one of two kinds of sources: primary

and secondary.

Suppose you've been hearing a lot of talk about a big fight after school

yesterday. Sometimes you heard that it was a fistfight. Some people

said that one kid stabbed another. Other people said that there really

wasn't a fight.

When you get home, you tell your parents about the fight and they want

to know exactly what happened. They ask you to tell them what you know.

They also want to know who told you about the fight. They want to know

who actually had firsthand information about the fight'.

You tell your parents each of the following things:

1. You first heard about the fight trom the kid who has his locker

next to yours. He heard that there was a big fight.

2. A little later in the day, your best friend (who rides the school

bus with you) told you he heard that one of the kids was stabbed.

3 Between classes you heard some more stories from kids who were

sure that someone was stabbed.

4. At lunchtime there was much talk of the fight. Cne of your

friends who stayed after school for wrestling practice didn't

actually see a fight.

5. Another friend who stayed after school for math makeup said he

heard a lot of noise from the football field, but he didn't

actually see a fight.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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6. The fight was discussed in your afternoon classes. Many of the

kids who rode the bus home with you insisted that someone was

stabbed after school.

7. One teacher said that when he left school there weren't any kids

around and no one was fighting.

8. After school you talked to the school bus driver, who also works

at the school a.; a janitor. He said he didn't see a fight when

he came back to work at the school after driving the bus.

9. As you are talking with your parents, two more of your friends

come over. They said that as they had walked home last night they

had seen two boys pushing each other around on the football field.

No one was hurt.

10. Your parents call the school principal. She says she thinks

there was a small fight after school, but that to her knowledge

there was no stabbing.

Go back over the list of people who said something. about the fight. Print

a capital "P" in the space before each one who had firsthand information.

Print an "S" in front of each one who didn't have firsthand information.

The people you identified with a "P" are primacy sources. The ones you

identified with an "S" are secondary sources.

This is the end of Lesson 81.
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Imagine that a famous person has had an auto accident. You are on a jury

that is trying to decide whose fault the accident was. Many people are

willing to tell you what they know about the accident. However, only some of

these people will be helpful to you in your job of deciding who is guilty.

You and the other members of the jury decide that only the people who have

firsthand information will be helpful to you. Your job is to decide whicll

of the following people can provide firsthand information.

Identify the people below who have firsthand information (primary sources)

with a "P." Identify people who don't have firsthand information

(secondary sources) with an "S."

1. The famous person who had the accident is willing to tell you

his side of the story.

2. The person who was driving the other car is willing to tell her

side of the story.

3. A person who read about the accident in the paper is willing to

talk with you about it.

4. The son of the famous person is willing to talk with you even

though all he knows is what he has heard from his parents.

5. A truck driver who came upon the accident as the cars were being

towed away will tell all he knows.

6. A person who was waiting to cross the street where the accident

happened will tell what she saw.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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7. A person who was driving right behind the famous person will

talk with you.

8. Many people who watched news films on TV that showed the cars

after the accident want to talk.

9. A policeman who was called to the accident after it happened is

willing to talk.

10. A girl who was hitchhiking near the accident scene will tell what

she saw.

This is the end of Lesson 82.
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You can usually be fairly sure that informatton is accurate if it comes

from a reliable source.

When you are presented with two or more statements that contradict one

another, it is safest to believe the statement that comes from the most

reliable source. It is the one most likely to be true.

How can you tell whether a source is reliable? One way is to ask yourself

the questions listed below.

- -Is the statement based on demonstrated facts, or on someone's personal

opinion? (See Lessons 68-72.)

- -Is the statement based on careful thought or on strong feelings? (See

Lessons 75 and 76.)

- -Does the statement generally agree with information from other sources?

Or does it disagree with most statements about the same subject from

other sources? (See Lessons 73 and 74.)

--Did the information in the statement come from a primary source or from

a secondary source? (See Lessons 77-82.)

- -Does the person making the statement have something to gain by saying

something that may not be true? Is the statement designed to influence

you to do something--for example, vote for someone or buy a product?

- -Was the information in the statement collected recently, or is it likely

to be out of date?

--Is the statement complete? Or has important information been left out

of the statement?

--Does the source of the information have a good track record? Has it been

reliable in the past? Does it have a reputation for honesty and accuracy?

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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Suppose you are getting dressed to go to school and you want to know how

cold it is outside. You have five sources of information:

A. The weather forecast in yesterday's newspaper, which says that the

temperature is not expected to get any warmer than 10 degrees above

zero today.

B. Your father, who has just come in from trying to get his car started.

He says, "Brrr! It must be 10 below zero out there."

C. Your brother, who is trying to get you to promise to deliver his paper

route after school. He says, "The sun's coming out. It looks as though

it's going to warm up a lot today."

D. The thermometer mounted outside the kitchen window, which reads 15

degrees above zero.

E. Your mother, who reports that the milkman told her it was 5 below zero.

1. Which source of information may not be reliable because the person

making the statement wants to influence you to do something?

2. Which source may not be reliable because it is not up to date?

3. Which source may not be reliable because it is not original--because

the information is secondhand?

4. Which source may not be reliable because the information in the statement

is based on personal opinion rather than on demonstrated fact?

5. Which source of information is likely to be the most reliable?

This is the end of Lesson 83.
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If you want the best possible information, you should go to the most

reliable source you can find.

Review the list of questions to ask yourself about reliability in Lesson

83. Then choose the best answers to questions 1-5 below.

1. If you want to know how many yards Tom gained rushing in last night's

football gave, the best source of information is

A. The sports page of the newspaper

B. Tom's girlfriend

C. The captain of the opposing team

2. Suppose your class is planning a trip to Washington, D.C., and you

want to know whether you can tour the White House on a certain day.

What would be the best way of finding out this information?

A. Ask a teacher who used to live in Washington several years ago

B. Ask the principal what he or she thinks

C. Write or telephone the White House

3. If you are thinking about buying a certain book as a present for your

sister but you're not sure she would like it, what is the best way to

find out?

A. Read a review of the book written by a literary critic

B. Look for an advertisement for the book and see what it says

C. Borrow a copy of the book from a friend or from *.he library and

read some of it yourself

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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4. If you want to know whether the food in a certain restaurant is good,

the best person to ask would be

A. Someone who ate there a couple of years ago

B. Someone who ate there last week

C. The owner of the restaurant

5. Suppose you are registering at a new school and you want to know how

to find the guidance counselor's office. You stop several students

in the hall. and ask for directions. Which of '.:he sources below is

probably not reliable?

A. Sally, who tells you to walk up the stairs and look for the second

door on the left *

B. Doug, who says the guidance counselor's office is upstairs in

Room 203

C. Rick, who tells you to keep going down the hall past the library,

turn right, and take the first door on the right

D. Carla, who tells you to go up the stairs and look for Room 203

This is the end of Lesson 84.
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Suppose you have saved up enough money to buy a new three-speed bike. You

want to make sure you get a good one.

First you look at the ads in a cycling magazine. The three ads that appeal

to you most are for models made by Raleigh, Schwinn, and Huffy.

The Raleigh ad says: "Every Raleigh bicycle comes from a famous family

of pure competition-bred champions."

The Schwinn ad says: "More Style--More Quality--Your Best Buy in Bikes.

If it's quality and performance you want in your next bike . . . make

Schwinn your choice."

The Huffy ad says: "Huffy bikes ride like the wind on a pricethat's a

breeze. It's packed with features, built to last, sharply styled."

Next you ask your friend, who owns a Schwinn, what he thinks. He thinks

that Schwinns are the best. He says that Raleighs are no good because

they are made in England, and his father says that things made in England

are no good. He thinks Huffys stink; he says they're cheap.

Then you ask your neighbor, who works in a Schwinn bike shop. He tells

you that Schwinns and Raleighs are about equal in quality. He says they

are both well made and will not need much repair. He doesn't think much

of Huffys.

Finally you look in a magazine called Consurr Reports. This magazine

rates all kinds of products, including bicycles. The people who work for

the magazine buy different brands of a product and test them all to see

which one works best. Then they write about the good and bad points of

all the brands. The magazine does not try to sell products, and it does

not have ads for any products.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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After Consumer Reports tested three-speed bikes, it published a list

ranking them in order of quality. The bike at the top of the list ranked

best overall; the bike at the bottom of the list ranked the worst. The

list looks like this:

Raleigh Superbe

Raleigh Sports

Royal Scot

Schwinn Speedster

Sears

Huffy Sportsman

Ward's Hawthorne

Western Flyer

Columbia Sports Tourist

Rollfast Ultralight

Iverson Grand Touring

You now have four z'ources of information about bikes: (A) the ads in the

cycling magazine, (B) your friend, (C) your neighbor, and (D) Consumer

Reports magazine.

1. Which source would you trust the most?

2. Which source would you trust the next-most?

3. Which is the third-most-reliable source?

4. Which source would you trust the least?

This is the end of Lesson 85.
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Imagine that your neighbors have asked you to go with them to Canada. They

are going to visit someone in Thunder Bay, Ontario, which they describe as

"a big city near Minnesota." Their children would like you to go so they

will have someone their age to do things with. Before you decide to go,

you figure it would be a good idea to find out something about the place.

One of your teachers has been to Canada, so you ask him about it. He tells

you that it is the most lonely, quiet place he has ever been. In fact, he

didn't see an .,ther person for three days. He also says that there were so

many bugs that he almost got bitten to death, and that it rained all the

time. Then you find out that the only time he was in Ontario was when

he took a canoe trip.

After talking with your teacher, you get a travel booklet written by the

Ontario Department of Tourism. In this book you find that Ontario is "a

fresh, clean, sparkling place of unlimited space and warmth of welcome."

In the Encyclopedia Americana you find some information about Thunder Bay.

It says, "Tourists are attracted to the area in increasing numbers.

Facilities for hunting and fishing, winter sports, and boating supply

year -round diversion." You also find that Thunder Bay is "a port city

in northwestern Ontario, Canada."

You now have three sources'of information about Thunder Bay, Ontario:

(A) your teacher, (B) the tourist booklet, end (c) the Encyclopedia

Americana. Each one gives you a different idea about what Ontario is like.

1. Which source do you thick is the most reliable?

2. Which sources do you think are not quite so reliable?

This is the end of Lesson 86.
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Sometimes when people speak or write, they make statements that are

inconsistent with other statements they have made.

Suppose you meet a friend on the street and he says to you, "Good morning.

It certainly is a beautiful day. The weather is miserable."

You probably would feel confused. How can it be a beautiful day if the

weather is miserable? You wouldn't know which of the two statements he

meant. His statements are inconsistent. If one is true, the other can't

be true.

Suppose you meet another friend and he says, "Good morning. It certainly

is a beautiful day. The weather is very pleasant."

Those statements are consistent. They could both be true. If it is a

beautiful day, the weather is probably pleasant.

Below are ten pairs of statements. Imagine that both statements in each

set were made by the same person. Circle the letter "C" in front of the

set if the two statements are consistent with one another. Circle the

letter "I" if the two statements are inconsistent with each other.

1. C I "George is a nice guy. I can't stand him."

2. C I "I'll have another cookie. I need to lose weight."

3. C I "Don't forget to wake me at 6 o'clock. I want to get to

school early."

4. C I "Please open a window. It feels chilly in this room."

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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5. C I "Let's go see that new movie at the Star Theatre tonight.

I hear it's really good."

6. C I "I expect to get a good grade on the history test. I didn't

study for it at all."

7. C I "I've decided to ask Kathy to go to the party with me. I

really like her."

8. C I "I want to save some money to buy Christmas presents. I

think I'll look for an after-school job."

9. C I "You did excellent work on this paper. I'll give you a D."

10. C I "My parents are really mean. They let me do anything I want to."

This is the end of Lesson $7.
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EVALUATING INFORMATION/Identifying Inconsistencies

Name

Class

RECOGNIZING INCONSISTENCY: LESSON 88

Review the explanations of consistency and inconsistency in Lesson 87.

Tnen read the story below and answer the questions that follow.

Snidely Mealmouth was trying to get elected to the school board. Before

the election he spoke to many different groups of people. Each time he

spoke he tried to say things that would make that group of people vote

for him.

When he spoke to the taxpayers' association, he said: "Friends, you and

I know that taxes are too high. Much of the money that you pay for taxes

goes to run the schools. If we want taxes to go down, the schools must

spend less. Many things that the teachers do are just a waste of money.

The amount of money that the schools spend must be reduced by 25 percent."

He said this to the teachers in the school district: "You teachers are

doing a wonderful job. I am aware that teachers in this district have

problems. Salaries are too low. If I am elected, I will make sure that

teachers are paid more money. We must also have stricter control over

students so that it is easier for you to teach."

To the parents, he said: "Our schools must do a better job for your

kids. We must hare more courses and more interesting material. Too

many kids are goofing off, so we must have more adults in the schools to

watch the kids more closely."

To the students, he said: "You poor kids have one heck of a time here

in this place. Our schools should be much bette-f. The courses in this

school are boring. We should have more teachers and smaller classes

with more films and more games. This place is like a prison. You are

good kids, and students should have more freedom. So go home and tell

your folks to vote for me."

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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EVALUATING INFORMATION/Identifying Inconsistencies

Name

Class

RECOGNIZING INCONSISTENCY: LESSON 88

Page 2

Listed below are eight pairs of statements that Mr. Mealmouth made in his
speeches. If the two statements are inconsistent with one another, circle

the lett^r "I". If the two statements are consistent with each other,

circle the letter "C."

C I 1. "Many things that teachers do are just a waste of money."

"You teachers are doing a wonderful job."

C I 2. "Too many kids are goofing off."

"You are good kids."

C I 3. "We must have more courses and more interesting materials."

"The classes in this schonl are boring."

C I 4. "We must have stricter control over students."

"We must have more adults in the schools to watch the kids

more closely."

5. "The amount of money that the schools spend.must be reduced

by 25 percent."

"We must have more adults in the schools to watch the kids

more closely."

C I 6. The amount of money that the schools spend must be reduced

by 25 percent.

Go on to the next page of this lesson.
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RECOGNIZING INCONSISTENCY: LESSON 88

Page 3

"We should have moT:e teachers and smaller ;.lasses with more

films and more games."

C I 7. "Many things that teachers do are just a waste of money:

"The classes in this school are boring."

C I 8. "We must have more adults in the schools to watch the kidc,

more closely."

"Students should have more freedom."

This is the end of Lesson 88.
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ANSWER KEY

Lesson 1 Lesson 4 Lesson 6

1. A 1. A 1. 98

2. C 2. B 2. 12

3. A 3. A 3. 12

4. C 4. C 4. C

5. B 5. C 5. 80
6. C 6. 94, 179 6. Weapons
7. B 7. Feast of Ramadan 7. A
8. B 8. Birthday of the 8. 114-115
9. A Moon 9. Interviewing
10. B 9. Holiday of Taber- 10. C

11. A nacles, Holiday 11. Political
12. C of Seven Weeks, opinion forming
13. B Holiday of First 12. C

14. B Fruits 13. B

15. B 10. Paine 14. C

11. 72, 73 15. C

Lesson 2 12. Treason
13. 58, 175, 185, 193 Lesson 7

1. A
14. Vulture

2. C 1. B

3. B
Lesson 5

4. B 3. A
5. C 1. 35, 55, 127, 160 4. C

6. B 2. 1 5. C

7. C 3. 34 6. C

8. B 4. Fort Cumberland 7. C

9. A or Fort Detroit 8. B

10. B 5. Fort Duquesne 9. B

11. B 6. C 10. B

12. A 7. A 11. A
13 A 8. 110 12. C

14. B 9 142, 144 13. True
10. Lake Agassiz, 14. C

Lesson 3 Lake Bonneville 15. C

1. C
11. 3

2. A
12. 7 Lesson 8
13. 4

4,

B3
14. Mound builders

. B 2.

1.

C

A

B15.
5. A 3. C

6. C 4. A
7. C 5. C

8. A 6. A
9. C 7. B

10. A 8. Bronze Age
9. Aryan
10. Cryptography
11. C

12. No
13. A
14. C
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Lesson 9 Lesson 11

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

C

A
C

B

A
C

A
8. C

9. B

10. C

Lesson 10

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. False
10. True
11. True
12. "What Makes.a

Successful
Family?"

13. M.T. Bloom
14. Reader's Digest

(Read Di)
15. 121-124
16. May 1973

(My '73)

17. "Acquisition and
Testing of Ges-
tural Signs in
Four Young
Chimpanzees"

18. R.S. Fouts
19. Science
20. 978-980
21. June 1973

(Je '73)
22. B

1. "Car Fumes Answer
Blues Charges"

2. U.S. News (and
World Report)

3. 106-108
4. June 11, 1973

(Je 11 '73)
5. No
6. "Jazz Comes Back!"
7. H. Saal and

A. Kuflik
S. Newsweek
9. 50
10. 1977
11. "How Can Mom and

Dad Do This to
Me?"

12, A. Sheedy
13. Seventeen
14. Yes
15. 242 and 243, plus

others
16. A
17.

"Se'

18. B

19. "C"
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Lesson 12

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. Ju

7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December
13. B

14. "Media Monster:
Podnik the Terrible"

15. D. Rhodes
16. International Wildlife

(Int Wildlife)
17. September 1977
18. No
19. Alphabetical
20. Subjects/authors
21. False
22. False
23. It is illustrated

(has pictures)
24. False
25. Publication date,

volume number,
page number(s)

26. (Any four) title of
article, author, name
of magazine, volume
number of magazine, page
number(s), whether there
are illustrations,
publication date



Lesson 13

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. True
10. False
11. True
12. B
13. C
14. A
15. A
16. B
17. C
18. B
19. A

Lesson 14

1. C

2. B

3. A
4. A
5. Title card
6. Robert Penn

Warren
7. "R"
8. "W"
9. Author card
10. Katherine

B. Shippen
11. Portals to

the Past
12. Archaeology
13. 1963
14. "S"

Lesson 15

1. McKern, Sharon S.
and Thomas W.

2. Tracking Fossil Man
3. 1970
4. 573 Mc
5. Praeger
6. Title card
7. "T"
8. "M"
9. Anthropology,

Paleontology
10. Author card
11. Subject card
12. Title card
13. Subject card
14. When They Burned

the White House.
15. Andrew Tully
16. 1961
17. Simon & Schuster
18. "T"
19. "W"

Lesson 16

1. Dictionary
2. Encyclopedia
3. Almanac
4. Dictionary
5. Encyclopedia
6. Almanac
7. B

8. C

9. B

10. A

Lesson 17

1. Dictionary,
encyclopedia

2. Atlas
3. Encyclopedia
4. Dictionary
5. Atlas
6. Encyclopedia
7. B

8. A.

9. C

10. B

Lessca 18.

1. "Growth of National
Parks in the United
States"

2. "Year," "Number"
3. U.S. National Park

Service
4. 1976
5. 1930
6. Heart disease
7. 19.5%
8. 26,960
9. True
10. 4
11. False
12. C



Lesson 19

IMMICRAT"N 70 THE UNITED STATES
1820-1970

Continent or Area Number
Europe 35,704,302
Asia 1,519,235
South and North America 7,469,589
Africa 76,473
Australia and New Zealand 99,401
Pacific Islands 23,049
Not specified '0,589

Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Ser- ce, 1971

Lesson 20

1. Title
2. Source
3. Date
4. Numbers and statistics
5. Into rows and columns
6. Column head
7. World War II
8. 1662
9. World War II
10. Korean War
11. 5

12. 1976
13. 11,550

Lesson 21

ROD CAREW'S MAJOR-LEAGUE BATTING RECORD
1975-1977

Year Runs Home Runs Batting Average

1975 90 14 .359

1976 97 9 .331

1977 128 14 .338

Source: Minnesota Twins, 1977
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Lesson 22

1. T
2. T
3. F

4. T
5. T
6. T

7. F

8. Vertical
9. Millions
10. 10
11. 1920
12. 15 million
13. 20
14. 1930, 1940
15. U,S. Department

of Agriculture

Lesson 23

1. Horizontal
2. Russian,

Spanish
3. True
4. 1977
5. B

6. Horizontal
7. South, West
8. East
9. Midwest
10. True

Lesson 24

(Check students'
graphs)
1. 9

2. 6

12

4. 8

Lesson 25

1. Vertical
2. False
3. True
4. 1939
5. 3

6. True

Lesson 26 Lesson 30

1. Mexico 1. (Check students'
2. Mexico graphs)
3. Philippines, 2. Graph A: April

Korea and May are
4. U.S. Census missing from the

Bureau horizontal axis;
5. Horizontal 1 and 3 are
6. A key was provided missing from the

in the lower-right vertical axis
part of the graph

Graph B: 1925 is

Lesson 27 missing from the
horizontal axis;

(Check students'
graphs)

Lesson 28

the intervals
between years
are not equal

Graph C: 3, not
1. B 2.5, should
2. C follow
3. E 2 on the vertical
4. A axis; 1820 is
5. D missing from the
6. F horizontal axis
7. G

8. H 3. Equal

9. 1970 4. Horizontal

10. $50.00 5. Vertical

11. 1970, 1975
6. 0

12. True
7. Trends

13. Gallup Poll
8. Grid

1A. B
9. Curve

Lesson 29

1935

Lesson 31

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Upward
1955
1965
More
Five
Million
Physicians,
surgeons
Upward
Surgeons
1968, 1970
About $25,00

1.

2.

Higher
1925,
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Lesson 32

(Check students'
graphs)



Lesson 33

75%
50% 1/2

25% 1/4
10% 1/10
5%

.60

50% 1/2
33 1/3% 1/3
25% 1/4

10% 1/10

1. 5

2. $1.00, $1.00,
$.50

3. $.50
4. 50%

Lesson 34

,(Check students'
graphs)
1. 6

2. 14

3. 3

4. 75%

5. No
6. $1.00

Lesson 35
c.

Lesson 36

25%
12 1/2%
33 1/3%

1. 24

2. 7

3. Sleeping, school
4. True
5. Sleeping, eating,

recreation
6. No

Lesson 37

1. $
ilk A
toy

4.

5'a 5
6. Snowmobiling
7. Swimming
S. Bicycling
9. Skiing

Lesson 38

Democratic party
2. Republican party
3. Justice or a

fair trial
A. Peace
5. United States

Lesson 39

50%
25%
10%

3.33

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

S.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Clothing
50%

25%

50%

75%

$5.00, $2.50,
$2.50
3

Dan
Jim
Dan
Jim
How allowances
were spent

A. 5, 12
B. 1, 8
C. 3, 7

D. 2, 4
E. 10

L,esson 40

1.

2.

3.

4.

Elephant, donkey,
American flag
American flag
Election
He can't make up
his mind which
party to vote for
B
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Lesson 41

1. Water pollution
2. It is covered

with oil
3. A

Lesson 42

1. Sexual discrimi-
nation in
employment

2. Man
3. C

Lesson 43

1. War
2. The world
3. The economic

costs of war
4. War damages,

military costs,
etc.

Lesson 44

1. He watches too
much television
The influence of
TV violence on
children

3. From watching
television

Lesson 45

1. Poor educational
perJormance

2. Parents, schools
3. Diploma, gradua-

tion cap

Lesson 46

1. They are being
threatened by
"The Human
Appetite"

2. The conflict
between the
increasing demand
for products and
services and the
dwindling supply
of earth's
natural resources



lesson 47

1. C

2. D

3. A

4. B

5. E

6. G

7. F

Lesson 48

(Check students'
work)

Lesson 49

1. South
2. West

1. (Check students'

3. North
work)

2. A, D, E
4. East

3, B, C, F
5. School

4. (Check students'
6. Store
7. Railroad station

work)

8. East
5. A, D, E

9. Southwest/northeast
6. B, C, F

10. Northwest
Lesson 56

11. F
12. T 1. (Check students'

13. T work)

14. T 2. A

15. F 3. B

6. (Check stildents'

Lesson 50 work)
5. C, D, F

1. L

2. Y
6. A, B,

3. I

4. H
Lesson 57

5. C,

6. B 2. D

7. D 1. A

8. E L. F

9. F c. C

Lesson 52

1. Central City
2. Park
3. Railroad` station

53Lesson 5

(Sudy sheet--no
answers required)

Lesson 54

(Study sheet--no
answers required)

Lesson 55

Lesson 51

1. F

2. B

3. 'E

4. A

5. C

6. G
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Lesson 58

1.
-- (7)

2. 40 N. Lat.,
105° W. Long.

1. 50
o

S. Lat.,
135° W. Long.

4. 20° N. Lat.,
45° W. Long.

5. 30° N. lat.,
165° W. Long.

6. 10
o

S. Lat.,
135° W. Long.

Lesson 59

1. ---
2. A

3. C

4. E

5. D

6. F

Lesson 60

1. 42° N. Lat.,
81° W. Long

2. 46° N. Lat.,
75° W. Long.

3. 47 1/2° N. Lat.,
111

o
W. Long

4. Houston
5. Los Angeles
6. Chicago
7. H

8. J, D

Lesson 61

1. A

2. B

B

4. B

5. B

E. A

7. C

8. B

9. A

ln A



Lesson 62

1. 150
2. 125
3. 115
4. 50

5. 215
6. 100
7. 125
8. 100
9. 50

10. 1,030
11. 550
12. Northeast
13. South
14, Northeast
15. Duluth

Lesson 63

1. 250
2. 125
3. 1 1/2
4. 750

Lesson 64

1. 2

2. 400
3. 1/2

4. 400

Lesson 65

1. B

2. B

3. C

4. D

Lesson 6o

1 1/2, north

Lesson 67

1. 40
2. 50

3. 50

4. 50

5. 100

6. 120
7. East
8. East
9. West
10. South
11. Northwest
12. Northeast
13. Southeast

Lesson 68 Lesson 7/

A, D, E, F, H, I A, D, E, C, H

Lesson 69

A, B, F, H, I

Lesson 70

B, C. C, J

Lesson 78

A, B, C, E, C

Lesson 79

C, E, G

Lesson 71 Lesson 80

C, D, C, J B, D, E, F

Lesson 72

1. B, C, E, F
U,

2. A, 1), I

Lesson 73

1. Disagree
2. Disagree'
3. Agree
4. Agree
5. Disagree
6. Agree
7. Disagree
8. Disagree

Lesson 74

1. Agree
2. Disagree
3. Disagree
4. Agree
5. Agree
6. Disagree

Lesson 75

1. Feeling
2. Feeling
3. Thinking
4. Feeling
5. Feeling
6. Thinking
7. Feeling

Lesson 76

1. Thinking
2. Feeling
3. Thinking
4. Feeling
5. Feeling

Lesson 81

1. S

2. S

3. S

4. P

5. P

6. S

7. P

P

9. P

)0. S

Lesson 82

1. P

2. P

3. S

4. S

S-

6. P

7. P

8. S

9. S

10. P

Lesson 83

1. C

2. A

3, E

4. B

5% D

Lesson 84

J. A

2. C

3. C

4. B

5. C
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Lesson 35'

1. D

2. C

3. B

4. A

Lesson 86

1. C

2. A, B

Lesson 87

1. I

2. I

3. C

4. I

5. C

6. I

7. C

8. C

9. I

10. I

Lesson 88

1.

2. I

3. C

4. C

5
)

I

6. I

7. C

8. I
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NOTE: For the convenience of teachers,

each of the four skill-reinforcement

secricsrls of this workbook can be ordered

separately for $5.00. Specify the

following publication numbers:

236-1 "Using Reference Aids"

236-2 "Understanding Tables, Graphs,
and Cartoons"

236-3 "Geographic Skil.,s"

236-4 "Evaluating Information"

Every order must be accomprnied by an

institutional purchase order or by

payment in full in the form of a check

or money order.

Order from:

Social Science Education Consortium, Inc.
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302


